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Attack s Reagan ornics

Mondale
By Tom Mooney
Former Vice President
Walter Mondale blasted
"Reaganomic s" yesterday
calling the economic policy "a
disaster, and absolute failure."
Mondale, speaking in
Durham during a fund-raiser
to re-elect Executive Councilor
Dudley,

Dudley

s:2id

the

Reagan Administration was
not dealing with the important
issues facing the country today.
"In all aspects, we are going
backwards," said Mondale.
"We're not doing any of the
fundamental things we should
be. I hope in 1982 that we above
all get on with the business at
hand."
Mondale, a possible
candidate for the 1984
Democratic nomination for
President, said Reagan with his
"new federalism and other sideissues" was "trying to change
the subject."
Mondale supported a
nuclear arms freeze and
stressed the importance of
education, protection of the
environment and "economic
and social justice."
"We must do a better job of
preparing for the future than
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we have been doing," he said.
Mondale spoke earlier
yesterday morning in Nashua
in support of James Donchess,
candidate for the Executive
Council and also at the high
school class.
"Ten out of twelve of the
questions asked this morning at
the high school were~ bout thP

nation's future and Dudley
·
Dudley does just that."
The formal gathering at the
home of Ken and Rona Purdy
of Laurel Lane attracted quite a
gathering of support for
Dudley.
"It is great to see the kind of
support we can muster for
DndlPy in 1;,o 1;,hort of time ."

nuclear factor," he said. "We said Mrs. Purdy. "We look
are not doing what we should forward to this campaign and
to re·strain the risks of those ·some bigger ones."
A crowd of about 70
God awful weapons going off."
He said more emphasis supporters and press crowded
should be put on education and into the Purdy home munching
protection of the environment on fresh strawberries, and
which he added should be other hors-d 'oeuvres as waiters
taken out of the hands of James donned in white shirts and
Watt,'Secretary of the Interior. black bow ties make their way
Mondale stressed the around television cables and
importance of negoiation arms reporters.
Cameras flashed throughout
talks with Russia to insure a
nuclear arms freeze, the first the l ux uri ous estate as
step being to ratify the SALT II Mondale drifted from one
group of supporters to another.
agreement immediately.
When asked about the
He questioned whether
Reagan was sincere in his talk possibility of ·running for the
of the freeze issue stating Democratic nomination for
Reagan's record of the past 20 MONDALE, page 8
years as being opposed to all
arms restrictions.
"It is our time now and we
·have to elect leaders who are
going to get on with this
By Cindy Gormley
Inve'Stigations are being
conducted to determine
whether or not a performing
band smoked pot in the Mub
Pub last Saturday night,
according to Jeff Onore,
director of Student Activities.
The band, Midnight
modest increase- over the FY
1982-1983 Biennial Budget, Tra¥eler, was sponsored by
and a 6.8 percent increase that MUSO and has performed in
barely keeps pace with inflation the Mub Pub several times
and is less than those requested before without any problems,
in the past," said Interin said MUSO's Pub ProgramChancellor Richard A. Morse. mer, Rick P., who refused to
The two-year financial plan reveal his last name.
Questions were raised when
TR US TEES, page 9
two writers submitted a letter

Pot
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MUB

Trust ees appro ve
budg et for 288.6 m
By Peter Schlesinger
A Biennial Budget Plan
totalling $288.6 million, of
which $75.8 million or 26.3
percent is requested from the
State of New Hampshire, was
approved by the University
System of New Hampshire
(USNH) Board of Trustees
who met yesterday at the New
England Center in Durham.
The budget represents " a
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Soccer team loses third in a
row, see Sports page 24.
Calendar .................. page 5 .
Classified ................. page 21
Comics ................... page 18
Editorial ................. page 12
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Forum .................... page 11
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Former Vice 'President Mondale in Durham yesterday. (Tim
·
Skeer photo)
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to the editor in last Tuesday's
edition of The New Hampshire.
In the letter, they accuse the
Mub Pub staff of preferring "to
ignore the situation" in which
the band "openly engaged in
smoking pot."
Onore says the first time he ·
heard of the incident was
through the letter.
"It's important that we find
out what happened there and if
it did occur at all," he said.
Next Wednesday, Onore will_
meet with the Mub Pub staff,
MUSO, and the two writers of
the letter to examine the
situation and find a resolution:

"I'm sure there's an
agreement of what the stand of
behavior will be. Investigating
this incident, the Mub Pub will
comply with federal and state
laws," Onore said.
One writer of the letter said
he ,.didri 't see but smelled
marijuana while the band was
on break.
"I told someone who was
working there. Standing at the
door. I didn't like the attitude
of the people we talked to," he
.
said.
He says the staff member just
POT, page 9
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Herp es epid emic s are on the rise
By Susan Swenson
This is the first article in a
three part series on herpes
virus.
How does the word herpes
make you react?
"Ugh" is a common reacti'on.
For most of us, we feel
uncomfortab le, nervous,
disgusted or dirty at the
thought of its implications. For
others, they are indifferent or
even unaware of the herpes
simplex virus type I and type II,
and its consequences.
Herpes simplex virus type I
causes cold sores on the lips, in
the tongue and mouth. Type II,
genital herpes, causes small and
painful blisters on the vagina,
cervix, urethra and anal area in
women, and on the shaft of the
penis or around the anus in
men.
Both types are contagious,
and at present, incurable.
Herpes is transmittecrwh en

any part of a person's body
directly touches active herpes
virus or sores containing the
active herpes simplex virus.
Herpes is not an epidemic on
campus, though it has reached
epidemic proportions in the
U.S., and increases each year.
According to Dr. _ Dratton
Stevenson and Sue Bigonia,
R.N., of the Women's Clinic at
Hood House, there is a peer
pressure epidemic on campus.
The "take a chance" attitude
runs rampant with issues of
alcohol, drugs, STDs (sexually
transmitted diseases) which
include herpes, and most likely
_
pregnancy.
It is your choice to spare
yourself the discomfort of the
lifelong venereal disease,
herpes. Discovering you have
herpes, especially gertital
herpes, can be psychologically
and emotionally devastating. It
will change your lifestyle.

Genital herpes, and all
sexually transmitted diseases
are most likely to occur to a
sexually active person with
many partners or a sexually
active person with one partner
and that partner has multiple
partners.
Don't believe that it will
never happen to you.
For instance, according to
Dr. Stevenson, a young female
student, spending her summer
vacation in another state,
developed herpes from a
contact. And now she is
· worried. She is an intelligent
woman, well educated in this
disease.
"We helped educate her a
little more," Stevenson said.
"She's concerned about:
1. How do you tell people?
2. Should I get involved at
all?

3. My prospects
childbearing?

on

4. When am I going to get a
recurrence?"
Florence Farber, assistant
professor of microbiology at
UNH, said, "The difference
between herpes and true love is,
herpes lasts forever."
Farber said, "The man
should always wear a condom
when either the male or female
has a past history of herpes.
The absence of an active lesion
does not mean the virus cannot
be transmitted."
Reevaluate your reaction to
herpes. Herpes is a sensitive
issue and has to be treated
delicately. Do you know your
partner has never suffered from
herpes?
The following articles in this
series on herpes will provide
information on prevention,
symptoms, treatment, attitudes
and consequences. And also,
HERPES, page 17
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INTERNATIONAL
Jewish· groups break with Begin
JERUSALEM --Three major U.S. Jewish groups and the
largest Jewish organization in the world, B'nai B'rith, openly
denounced and broke with Prime Minister Menachem Begin
yesterday after Defense Minister Ariel Sharon said the Israeli
officers planned a military "purge" on Palestinian refugee
camps with Christian Phalangists.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Berman resigned from the
Cabinet to prote~t the parlimentary vote of 48-42 not to
establish a commission to investigate the killing of at least two
hundred civilians.

NATIONAL
Inflation only :moderate
WASHINGTON -- The government said yesterday that
during the month of August, the annual inflation rate was 3.3
percent, the smallest rise in four months. The moderate rise
was due to falling food and gasoline prices.
Except for medi-care, which has risen every month of the
year substantially, prices have been moderate across the
board according to the Labor Depar.tment's Consumer Price
Index.

Reagan railroads engineers
WASHINGTON -- Within hours after President Reagan
signed legislation ordering 26,G00 striking railroad engineers
back to duty, the first engineers reported back to duty, ending
a four day old strike yesterday.
Rail officials said full operation of the trains should be
reached today. Reagan said Wednesday that he signed the
emergency legislation to protect the jobs of "nearly a million
Americans" but also said that the government shoukl stay out
of labor negotiations.

Profile
.,

Visiting Japanese professor to
teach his language and culture
By Denise Morisseau
The University of New
Hampshire welcomes Dr.
Haruhide Mori, a visiting
professor from the University
of Kobe, Japan.
Mori, ari expert on English
Literature is visiting UNH
through an exchange program
with Kobe University.
Professor Yutaka Yamato of
the Philosophy department ,
UNH, is now teaching at Kobe.
Mori arrived

This is not Mari's first visit to
the United States. It is his first
to New Hampshire. From 1965
to 1967, · Mori did graduate
work in the English department
at_UC1=_A and the Univef!.i:ty of

September

11th with his wife, Michiko, a
visiting research professor to
UNH and one daughter. His
other daughter remains in
Japan to finish her studies.
In perfect English, Mori sits
back and eagerly remarks on
his new environment.
"Everyone has been friendly
and helpful," said Mori. "It's
been a hectic week and yet the
faculty has made it easy for me
to adjust."
Mori was exceptionally
satisfied with the aptitude of his
students. "Harada Hirgoga,
lecturer of elementary
Japanese, is a fabulous teacher
and has done a fine jobt said
Mori.
The Languages department
headed by Dean James Smith,
has had no problem accepting
Mori. "He is a likeable man,
easy to get along with and very
intelligent," said Smith. "I am
pleased to have him on my
facul!Y for the _year: " ___ _

HARUHIDE MORIKentucky. He returned to
Japan and earned his doctorate
of literature and MA from
Osako Univ~rsity, Japan.
He _is a resident professor at
Kobe University, Japan.
"Education is a priority to
the Japanese," said Smith. "It is
also highly competitive."
Professors are considered
_dis_tingl!is~~~ _rpen in Japan.

Mori humbly speaks of his
accomplishments.
Including his doctorate, he is
an expert and author on D.H.
Lawrence. He is the only
Doctor of Engfish literature at
Kobe out of a 45 member
English faculty.
He has a black belt, 3rd
grade, in Kendo, a marshal art
similar to the Zen form. This is
the highest achievement that a
layman may earn.
Ht: hi also chairman of the
international UNH-Kobe
exchange program at Kobe.
Smith elaborated on the
exchange program , that took
three years to finalize. "David
Magidson, professor of theatre
at UNH, was a visiting
professor at the University of
Osaka. Through his efforts an
exchange program was
established with Kobe
University."
.. Japan is trying to
internalize their faculty
members and to offer their
students the educational
benefits of visiting professors
to their universities," said
Smith.
"Many faculty members at
Kobe were interested in the
program," said Mori.
Mori is teaching Intermediate Japanese and a Graduate
Seminar on Japanese Culture.
"He will also be a visiting
lecturer to courses dealing with
the Far East," said Smith.

Computer systems expanding
Pulitzer writer coming
UNH --Teresa Carpenter, winner of the Pulitzer Prize, 1981
and reporter for the Village Voice, will read from her nonfiction work on Monday, Sept. 27 at 8 p.m. in Parsons Ll0l
as the UNH Writer's Series kicks off its fall semester.

Money to study dam
DURHAM -- The Commerce Department has awarded the
Coastal Energy Impact Program money, $6,000 of which will
be used by Durham to study the potential use of the Wiswall
Dam on the Lamprey River, according to U.S. Rep. Norm
,
D'Amours, D-N.H.
Altogeth~r, locai areas will recieve $120,000 in federal aid,
which should be sent to New Hampshire within the next
month.

1103 pints collected
UNH - In the last day of its drive the Durham Red Cross
collected blood from 70 new donors yesterday, raising the
total number of pints collected to 1103 . .
· Although there were not any records broken, Jerry Stearn,
blood chairman of the Durham ·chapter of the American Red
Cross, said, "I'm very, very pleased. It's not only the giving
·
here, the kids are great."

High and dry
Tonight will be clear with a few fair weather clouds and
higps in the 70s according to the National Weather Bureau in
Concord.
Tonight wil be clear ~ith lows in the 40's followed by
chance of rain and highs in the 70's
increasing clouds,
tomorrow.

a

VAX, this equipment · must qualified staff.
By Jeannie Zandi
Bergeron said, " ... DEC
Waiting for a terminal at 3 suffice for all the computer
a.m. · may be history for science classes, faculty (Digital Equipment Corporaintroductory computer research, Computer Services tion) seems to hire anybody
students thanks to the recent and other classes that need who applies to them from our
program." Bergeron said there
addition of a computer at computer time.
"December 79 we were using are so many positions and jobs
·
Kingsbury Hall.
The new computer runs everything the machine had to to be filled, even the least
entirely on terminals, leaving offer. .. yet we didn't add competent student can perform
the clreaded cards, keypunches anything to it ... and obviously a valuable service.
That least competent student
in February 1982, we were still
and cardreaders obsolete.
"That's an antiquated way of using everything, but we were could be offered between $2224,000 a year which, he said, is
running any computer science getting longer lines," he said.
Student complaints were more than what most faculty
course", says Professor R.
Danieal Bergeron, chairperson voiced in course evaluations make. "That's frustrating."
With this demand for
of the Computer Science where the major theme was "we
can't get the work done on the computer science graduates,
Department.
Connected directly to the facilities we have available," the obvious action would be an
·
increase in the number of
new VAXI 1-780 computer are said Bergeron.
Originally anyone could computer science acceptances
thirty new terminals in the third
floor of Kingsbury and transfer into the Computer at UNH.
"We can generate them. We
according to Bergeron, more Science Dept. at UNH. Three
terminals will be added in the years ago that policy was can produce them, but in order
downstairs cluster and possibly dropped and limits were put on to increase the number we're
transfers within UNH as well as producing, we have to have
elsewhere on-campus.
All thirty of the terminals are fr e s h m e n a c c e p t a n c e s , more faculty, and in order to
get more faculty, we've got to
being used so 1el y by explained Bergeron.
Out of about 30 .that apply do something to give us the
Introductory CS 410 students
who were formerly using each semester, between four attraction we need." .
There are university
UNH's overloaded DEC-10 and seven transfers are taken
computer. Now the DEC-IO is and approximately one out of positions that need to be filled
free for more advanced classes. ten Computer Scie nee by Ph.D's in Computer
Bergeron said, "I don't think freshmen applicants are Science, but schools can't
compete with industry, he said.
it's enough, but it's better than accepted.
To make things worse, fewer
"I don't see us being able to
last year.
"The facilities in the past, raise the number of students we Ph.D's are being produced; in
especially the past two years, can accept substantially, if at fact, 30% fewer last year than
have been just totally all, over the next several years," the year before, said Bergeron.
There are no incentives to
inadequate, not only for 410, he said.
With the expansion of the spend 4-5 years on a Ph.D
but for everyone else," he said.
These facilities included two computer science industry and ·when a masters degree can go
DEC-IO computers and the need for highly trained
COMPUTER, page 18
another VAXI 1-780 acquired professional software people,
last year. Along with the new __there_ is_ c!!! iru;_rea~for
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Dorm renovations almost finished
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·Under the sidewalks

By Laura Hinds ,
The process of putting
This past summer · the combination locks on all the
uepartment of Residential Life residence halls was continued
completed several major in Stoke and Alexander Halls.
renovation projects. The "Eventually we hope to have all
renovation projects involved _the .residence halls on the
nine standard dorms and the combination system," said Mr.
Mini Dorms on the UNH Conk.
Another renovation more
campus.
"The renovations basically noticeable to students was the
started right at the end of painting of the lower quad. The
school," said William Conk, peeling paint prevalent last
manager of environmental semester was removed and new
systems at UNH. The paint applied. In addition, a
renovations accomplished this ventilation system was installed
past su~mer cost around to alleviate the ca use of the
$395,000, Conk said. The peeling paint, poor ventilation.
money was attained through
Also noticeable to residents
the room and board rates was the ren'ovation of seven
residents pay each semester.
lounges: the lower quad dorms;
"We had several major Gibbs, Hunter and Englehardt,
renovation projects but plus Randall, McLaughlin and probably the biggest project of Scott Halls. These lounges now
the whole summer was the have new carpets, funiture and
complete electrical renovation by the end of this semester new
of-Hetzel and Fairchild Halls," drapes. McLaughlin and ·
Randall .loun_ges were '--also
said Conk.
The rooins are now clo-sed off to provide a quiet
completely outfitted with new study area and more study ,,,
electrical outlets to replace the space ·ror students.
one per room standard ' when
Christensen Hall was made
the buildings were constructed. more accessable to handicapp"The electrical wiring was ed students.
never changed since the
Repair and renovation of the
buildings were b_u ilt," Conk ventilation systems in each of
Fred Ulmar welds a pipe under UNH's sidewalks. (Tim Skeer photo)
said.
the Mini Dorms was also
The second major project accomplished this summer.
"This is the first summer in a
was the replacement of all the
windows in McLaughlin Hall. long time we have been able to
The windows were put in when get this much renovation
the building was erected. Since done," said Conk." As soon as I
the tunnel last week. He gives dog invasion on the plains,
then the company has gone out get a couple things cleared up I By Tom Mooney
Robert Campono sees UNH the scaly pipes a seemingly have been covered.
of business. The windows could will be working on identifying
And only a few more
not be fixed and more what will be done the next from a perspective unfamiliar parental pat with a gentle hand.
to most, from the ground up, •·we must be in front of lenghths of pipe remain to be
summer."
importantly locked.
fitted in the tunnel before it, too
Hamilton Smith."
and below - literally.
Campono is the ·g eneral is secured and · the ground,
Campono, who has worked
here for the last few months, foreman for the R.C. Peabody hopefully, not broken again for
knows this campus, knows its contracting firm which is doing perhaps another 60 years. ·
The tunnel is six feet high
streets and buildings and their the majority of the work on the
and about four feet wide,
locations. But not by following new heating system.
street signs or matching
He is a big man, not so much stretching for some 2,600 feet.
numbers . with letters on the in height .but in · width, which along Main Street. T,he walls
By Deidre Wilson
isn't surprising. He has been and floor · are cement.The
and generate support for the Caboodle campus map.
Peter Hollister, the 1981-82 University. As President of
Rather, rustic pipes serve as laying pipe for the past 27 ceiling is the bottom sid~ of the
assistant -vice president of UNH, she can only reach out so his map around town: buried years.The work seems to have sidewalk where the pitterFacilities Services, has been far for support (rom New pipes veering off from the new kept his body young. Only his pa tter of big feet goes
reassignecl temporarily to the Hampshire. She wants a
'
12 inch ,main in "the tunnel" gray hair gives him away; unnoticed, unheard.
public relations office of strategy that would effectively that runs parallel along Main around fifty.
Only the dull humming of
Jackson, Jackson, and Wagner get University messages out to Street and pipes that disappear
He and his 34 member crew the portable deisel engines
in Exeter. He is working on a the whole state,'' Hollister said. into walls of cement and dirt of welders and plumbers have above which power the welder's
special project for UNH
Hollister graduated from below the beaten paths where been working on the heating torches can be heard deep in the
President Evelyn Handler.
UNH in 1960 with a N i k e s a n d d o·c k s i d e rs system since May which is tunnel, away from the entrance
The project involves- baccalaureate in English and dominate.
scheduled to go on line tpe first in front of Huddleston.
obtaining statewide support for Sociology. He developed an
"We had to remove all the
"And these pipes here head
of October. Already many of
the University through interest in Public Relations off to the other side of the trenches that cropped up
utilization of human resources while working in that area in -campus," Campono said inside across campus like a prairie UNDER, page 17
the Army. Returning to New • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ;
Hampshire, Hollister took
another job in public relations,
working for the Public Service
Company of New Hampshire.
He said he turned on the brought in smoke ejectors · to
In 1972, UNH President . By Cheryl Dulak
·
Fumes from a leaking bottle exhaust fan in the coffee room. clear up the fumes.
Tom Bonner hired Hollister as
Acting Chief Roland
the Director of University of ammonia forced second He then began to open all of the
Relations. He held this position floor employees of the Soil windows in the exterior offices. LaRoche said, "We cleaned it
He asked the other up as best as we could. The
Conservation Service, located
until July of 1980.
"When President Handler in the Post Office building on employees in the room to leave. bottle was two-thirds gone
came in, she needed help in· Madbury Road, out of that With the- help of some --~]len we got there."
other administrative areas. I building early Tuesday employees he covered the vents
The employ~es in the outer
in the two doors leading into offices returned to work at
worked f Qr a year as Vice afternoon.
"It wa·s industrial liquid the room.
President of Administration,
approximately 1:15 p.m. The
"At that point I decided to employees from the main office
and then last year, as Assistant ammonia," Lt. John Rines of ·
Vice President of Facilities the Durham Fire Department call the Fire Department. I _ left for the rest of the day.
said.
reported that · we had an
Services," Hollister said.
The Durham Post Office was
"I would say about 2 quarts ammonia problem," Rogers unaffected by the fumes.
Hollister is still in the
preliminary stages of his leaked from a defective bottle said.
Postmaster Hubert Cathcart
Upon arrival, the firefighters said, ," I didn't know anything
project. He is creating a -seam on the floor of the Xerox
checked all rooms on the about it."
strategy he calls a "Power room," Rines said.
Based Strategy," which ·
Thomas H. Rogers, Acting second floor to make sure
PETER HOLLISTER
Lynda Deschambault, who
consists of building up,bases of State Conservationist, said he nobody was . overcome with
available 1n different regions of support for the University in returned from lunch to find fumes. Then they asked the · stayed in the office during
New Hampshire.
key areas around the state.
heavy fumes in the main office. employees on that floor to lunch hour, complained of a
"The President is very
headache and sick feeling. She
"I haven't been able to
"I encountered extremely leave the building.
anxious to establish support ~ctually get out to the different heavy fumes which made my
The firemen wore air masks went to the Wentworth
throughout the state. She's areas of the state we want to eyes water and made breathing and oxygen packs while Douglass Hospital by
asked me to put together a
checking tge floor. They ambulance for an examination.
difficult," Rogers said.
strategy which could establish HOLLISTER, page 18

Workers adju~t to underground

-H ollister working
·•
on support proJect
'

Gas fumes invade SCS office
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Two charged with sexual assault

Used
Furniture-----

Two Portsmouth men were
arrested early yesterday
morning and charged with
sexual assault of two female
students.
----------~

o l;ce news
rn_
1

11

Michael Burr, or 54 Lincoln
Avenue and John Lokken, of
50 Orchard Street were
apprehended by UNH Public
Safety Officers and later
arrested.

1

The two incidents occurred
Both men were released on
in the Quad parking lot around $500 personnel_·recognizance.
one Thursday morning near
Karl's lunch wagon.
A minor accident occurred
Thetwofemalevictimesgave Monday morning at the
a desc iption of t_he two _ entrance of Lot H when a
suspects _a~d the vehicle th~y bicyclist caught his knapsack
were dnvn~g to the pubhc on a bicycle rack attached to
safety officers who la t~r the rear of a passing car. The
apprehended the suspects m rider was pulled form his bike
Lot El.
but no damage to the vehicle or
The two men were the rider was reported.
transported to Janetos House
Three thefts were reported
and later arrested.
Wednesday.
They are scheduled to appear
in the Durham District Court
A resident of Stoke Hall
on October 1, at 9 a.m.
reported the theft of a UNH
permit from her vehicle parked
in the dorm:s lot.
A UNH student reported his
bicycle was stolen from the east
side of Woodruff House. A

R!J&J@flff/!@3 ~1Mi

1

WITH
IT!

rlt>1;,fription of the bicycle wa~

taken. The theft
investigation. ·

The Sh~p~ Of Things ro Come

.S TUDENT FITNESS SPECIAL

s 75

•7 Day Week Fitness Room Privileges 17 Nautilus machines,
Universal and comput;erized life-cycle training.
•Racquetball reservation privilege$
•Sauna & whirlpool in each locker room
•Towel and day locker service
.
·
·
.
•Low court fees
.
-~-- - •New,_safe European
suntanning available.
for 12.9~E:at _weeks
•
No 1mt1at1on fee

NOi

GET

is under

An employee of the MUB
reported a green swival office
chair had been taken from the
Student Press Office. The chair
was valued around $200. The
theft is under in-✓estigation.

The
New Hampshire

~---------------------""""'"""......
The air-conditioned club,
restaurant and full-service
lounge - open for your
convenience 7 days a week.

A RACQUETBALL AND NAUTILUS FITNESS CLUB
246 Route 16 • Somersworth
2 miles North of Weeks Traffic Circle

742-2163

The UNH Writers Series Presents
1981 Pulitzer Prize Winner

TERESA CARPENTER
of the Village Voice
THERE A.RE NO FLAMES VISIBLE.only
steam rising from the south end of
town. The ground has shifted in spots.
The heat may be weakening pillars that support the town
above a catacomb of tunnels and old mining garigways.
For
the last two years, deadly gases from the fire have traveled
these gangways rising through basements and collecting in
closets
and closed rooms. In recent months Centralians living in
the steaming
southern quarter of this small Pennsylvania coal town
have harbored guilty
half-longings f pr some palpable occurence that might flush
out th·e fire and
give form to their dread.
And so it happened. L~st Valentine's Day the ground
opened up and swallowed
young Todd Domboski ....
--From "Burn. Centralia. Burn" by Teresa Carpenter

Monday, September 27
8 p.m.
Parsons Hall, Room L101
Admission Free

Our new corduroys
with brisk
country airs
As familiar a part of the
autumn scener as falling
leaves, and football
games, corduroy is back
to wear now all through
winter. It's at its most
un~ated in pants with
man-tailored details.
You'll want at le·ast one
· pair and maybe more in
some of the nicest
shades of cranberry,
blue, tan.
Sizes 8-14, $28.

With it, the Fair Isles
sweater provides the
perfect feminine
counterpoint.
Sizes 34-38 in white, lighf _:
blue, gray, $40.
·

*FREE Monogram*
Purchase any sweater at
regular price, and recieve a
monogram fREE. Choose
any 3 initials, or 1st name.

d iifil, t t., ltil ti!P
Downtown Durham
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FRIDAY, September 24
MUSO FILM SERIES BRING S
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review: Abeles/·
Laurent; and 3 Generations: Evans, Frank,
YOU THE ACADE MY AW ARDS Balderacchi,
Papageorge. Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center. MondayWednesday 12 a.m.-4 p.m.; Thursday IO a.m.-8 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays and university holidays. Through
WINNE R
Oct. 20.
/

.

DEADLINE: Last day to file .Intent to Graduate for December
.
graduation.
Last day to add courses without dean's appr.oval and $10 late add
fee.
J_Jndergraduates: Last day to choose pass/fail grading alternative.
~

PLANT SALE: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m.- ·
5 p.m.

.

•

:

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: vs. Harvard. New Hampshire Hall,
3:30 p.m.

-

WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. UMaine, Orono. Field House, 3:30 p.m.

· Starring: Jane Fonda, Michael Sarrazin, Gig Young,
Bruce Dern, Susannah York

MUB PUB: B Street Bombers. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH ID
and proof of age required .

SATURDAY, September 25

Jane Fonda plays a courageous l~ser who gives survival one last shot by trying
to win a seedy dance hall marathon, in this drama about . Depression Era
madness and hopelessness. ·

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERI-ES: Faculty Review through Oct.
·
20.
PIANO TEACHERS WORKSHOP: Ruth Edwards, coordinator.
Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Registration required. Contact Ruth-Edwards, 862-2404.

Sunday, September 26
Strafford Room, MUB
A~dmission: $1.00

SEACOAST ALUMNI CLUB/CELEBRITY SERIES: Lasagna
Buffet. Granite State Room, Memorial Union. Cash bar 5:15-6:15
p.m.; supper 6: 15-7:30 p.m. InconJunction with BuddyRichand His
Band concert.

¥-- ---- ---- ---- -.-

CELEBRITY SERIES CONCERT: Buddy Rich and His Band . .
Field House, 8 p.m. General $7; UNH · faculty/staff $6; UNH
students/ senior citizens $5. Tickets available at t.he Memorial Union
Ticket Office, 862-2290, and at the door. All tickets at the door are
$7.
MUB PUB: Sex Execs. Memorial Union, 8 p.m. UNH ID and proof
of age required.

SUNDAY, September 26
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty R~view through Oct.
20.
BILLIARD COMPETITION: Games Room, Memorial Union, 11
.a.m. - 2 p.m.
M USO FILM: "They Shot Horses, Don't They?"(Sydney Pollack).
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m: $1.
MUB PUB: The Now Sound Express plays the best in -recorded
music with a . newies show on Thursdays and an old ies show on
Sundays. contest and give-aways. Sponsored by MUSO. Memorial
Union, 8 p.m . 501e 18 years and older welcome. UN H ID and proof of
age required . -

MONDAY, September 27
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct.
20.
PRINT SALE: East/ West Lounge, Memorial Union, all day.
Through Sept. 29 .
./

AMLL FILM: "Dimka" (Illya Frez). Room 110 Murkland , 7 p.m.
$1.

TUESDAY, September 28
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Faculty Review through Oct.

-

lO.

PRINT SALE: East/ West Lounge, Memorial Union, through Sept.
.
.
29.

WL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE!

BASEBALL: vs. New Hampshire College. I p.m.

You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away- 24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who kn,ows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) . . : 1-212-976-5050 Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757
Taurus (April 21-May 21)_.... 1-212-976-5151 Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) . .. 1-212-976-5858
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252 Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Cancer Oune 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353 Capricorn (Dec . 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Leo Ouly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454 Aquarius Oan. 21-Feb.19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .. , . 1-212-976-5656 Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262
1st Min. Extra Min .
These rates apply on calls you
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
39¢
58¢
dial yourself,.no operator
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
24¢
34¢
involved, from the Durham area.
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
16¢
23¢
Tax not included.
All Day Saturday
16¢
23¢
*Aservice mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone, Inc.
Sunday 8 am~5 pm
16¢
23¢

@New EnglandTelephone

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Panel Discussion - Closing
the Revolving Door: The retention of women in higher education:
An in-depth look at women faculty at UNH . Hillsborough-Sullivan
Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS: vs. Vermont. Field House·, 3 p'.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. Keene State . Sponsored by Recreational
- Sports. Field Hc;rnse athletic fields, 3:30 p.m.
-

. AMLL FILM: "Dimka (Illya Frez). Room 303, James, 4 p.m. $1.

,

The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published -and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business ,
Office hours: Monday- Friday 10 AM-2 PM., Academic year subscription:
$18.00 . Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824 . Advertisers shouid
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH,03824. 11,000copiesperissue
printed by Journal Tribune, Biddeford Maine.
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SUBSCRIBE!

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: Feedback on final draft. resumes on first-come/ f_irst-served basis.
Sp_onsored by Career Plannmg and Placement.
Fnday, Sept. 24, Room 203, Huddleston, I :304:30pm.

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-UNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.

Ml.TH INFORMATI ON TABLE: For students
who find it difficult to schedule regular ·
appointments with Career Planning & Placement
Staff. Monday, Sept. 27, MUB Balcony Table, ·
I :30-3:30p.m.

BEGINNING l022-1,2: Expains how to use
System l022 program, store records in computer
file, update records and produce simple reports
form this data. Sessions: 2. Prerequisites :
Beginning Timesharing; Beginning SOS or
Beginning XTECO. Tuesday, Sept. 28 and
Thursday, Sept. 30. 9:30-noon. Course fee $4.

INTERVIEW ING TECHNIQU ES WORKSHOP: Video tape, lecture and Discussion for
- employment interviewing preparation. Sponsored . _b y Career Planning & Placement. Tuesday, Sept.
28, Forum Room/ Library.

· CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
DOWLING: Sponsored by lnterVarsity Christi2n

Fellowship (IVCF). Friday, Sept. 24, Memorial
Union Bowling Alley, 7p.m.

THE NONESUCH MORRIS (DANCE) TEAM
MEETING: Recruiting new members on Sept. 26
only. Sponsored by UNH Country Dancers.
Sundays, Newmarket Town Hall, 7-9pm. For
additional information, call 664-2123 or 868-7059.
TAU BETA PI TUTORIALS : Monday, Sept. 27,
A.S.M·.E. Lounge, Kingsbury, 7-9pm.

WOMEN'S CENTER

MEETINGS : The
Women's Center is a student organization offering
a library, referral services for health and
counseling needs and a forum for feminist issues.
Tuesdays, Room 134, Memorial Union, 7pm. Phone 862-1968.
·

fa .. YOUTH, LEADERSHIP AND INTEGRITY": Introductory lecture. Sponsored by Society
for Wholistic Living. Tuesday, Sept. 28, Room 19,
Hamilton/ Smith, 7:30pm.

WANTED:
VOLU NTEE RS FOR A
REAL EXPERIENCE

BEGINNING RUNOFF: Explains DECIO Text
formatting program which can be used to prepare
documents, handouts, papers, theses, resumes, or
similar materials. Prerequisites : Beginning
Timesharing; Beginning SOS or Beginning
XTE.CO. Wednesday, Sept. 29, 9:30-noon. Course
fee $2.

UNH is in the middle ofa three-year drive to raise$1X.2 million in gifts
from alumni. corporations, foundations, and others for scholarships.
faculty positions. and teaching and research facilities .

INTRODUCT ION TO MINIT AB: Explains use
oacka2e MT AB2. Emphasis on
nature and categories of commands, and kind of
· dialogue employed. Prerequisite: Beginning
Timesharing. Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2-4:30pm.
Course fee $2.
-

As part of this drive the UN H Oc\'clopmcnt Office is conducting a ma for
phonathon In octoocr ana Novcmocr. To :-.uccccu. we nccu rc:-.p<,n:-.101c
student volunteers and volunteer leaders to work alongside alumni and

of .:;tMi.:;tical

staff.
Full training will be provided. Only one or two evenings arc required. By
helping out. you will improve the uni\'crsity. You. will also gain some of
the "community_service" and "volunteer experience" so important on
resumes and _joh applications~

GENERAL
HUMANITIE S LECTURE SERIES: Films..The
Odyssey: The Structure" and "The Odyssey: The
Central Theme": Tuesday, Sept. 28, Room 303,
James, 11-12:30 pm.
ANIMAL SCIENCE STUDENT/ FACULTY
BAR-B-QUE: Tuesday, Sept. 28, St. Thomas
More Catholic Student Center, 5:30,.pm. Tickets
available in Room 203, Kendall.

For more information on how you can participate,p_lease contact:

Paul Higgins, UNH Development Office Elliott Alumni Center,
on campus (phone 862-1626).

UNIVERSIT Y THEATER AUDITION S:
..Veronica's Room," by Ira Levin: Open to all
UNH students. Wednesday, Sept. 29; callbacks
· Thursday, Sept. 30. Room M-128, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 7:30 for both. Ira Levin is the author
of .. Deathtrap"an d .. Rosemary's Baby." Advance
reading scripts are available in Room M-211,
PCAC. Performance dates are Nov. 29-Dec. 4.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICAT ION FOR WEIGHT
- CONTROL: Ten-week program will utilize
COMPUTER SERVICES
behavior modification and counseling techniques.
WOR.DSTA R WORD PROCESS ING - - Sponsored by Health Services. Begins
Oct. 7,
PROGRAM FOR CP/ M MICROS.-1, 2:
Conference Room, Hood House, 7-9 pm. Call 862Introductory view of Wordstar, a CP/ M
1513 prior to Oct. 7 for an interview.
Compatible, test editor on microcomputer. Video
FIRESIDE ORGANIZAT IONAL MEETING:
. eoiting, formatting and printing discussed in
Slide show of past trips. Trips offered this semester
detail. Sessions: 2. Prerequisite: None except an
and sign-up information will be announced.·
interest in wordprocessing on microcomputer.
Sponsored by Dean of Students Office.
Tuesday, Sept. 28 and Thursday, Sept. 30, 2-4pm.
Wed.nesday, Sept. 29, Alumni Room, New
Course fee $4.
Hampshire Hall, 8 pm.

The Study Hauler
BY TUMBLEWEED TRANSIT
The ultimate organizer, a briefcase and
daypack in one. This rugged cordura
boc;,k pack is built to carry a full load
of textbooks. It has padded shoulder
straps and quick release waist belt. The
front pocket has compartments for
pens, pencils, glasses, calculator, and
miscellaneous needs. Pack to school
with the Tumbleweed Transit Study
Hauler.

-~·lPildtmiss Crails
.z

The New Hampsh ire

Pettee Brook Lane
Tel.
Durham. New Hampshire 03824
(603) 868-5584
Mon. - Fri. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 11-5
-

• Most advanced exercise system available
• Tunture cycles
•
•
•

Aerobic/ Jazz/ Dance classes
Scandinavian steam bath

•
•

Health bar
Nutritional counseling
Nursery/ baby sitting
Massaae center
Professional staff
Clean, air-conditioned facilities
Friendly, relaxing environment

•
•
•
•
•

10 jet whirlpool

Special UNH Student Membership
School Year - s19500

64 Epping Rd.
Exeter, NH
778-1818

1/,

Personals
Personals
Perso_nals
Personals

FOR SALE:

Call: 868-5542

A team of
health care professionals
offering
GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES in
all aspects of
women's health care
and gynecological
surgery, including
office female
sterilizations and
PRFGNANCY
TERMINATIONS.
All services provided by
an OB/ GYN surgeon and
professionally
trained staff

No~ioosniall •

N.H•.PRINTWORKS·.· . :
3131 Lafayette Road
· Portsmouth, N. H. 03801 ·

PETER C. GREIDER

603-431-8319

Ask for Nick or Mike

(and yourself!)

J~Jflf&://jJ/ Send your true love a Super

vm-...,r_,,......_.,,,,u.

Birth control counseling
Pro choice
pregnancy counseling
* -FREE pregnancy testing
* Evening hours
* Sliding fee scale
Complete CONFIDENTIALITY

Old Favorites, New Favorites ... The tastiest treats Jn
town!

~

and others to be announced at the informational meeting
If you are interested in a vigorous learning experience
that will teach you more about yourself and others, plan on
attending an informational meeting about the above trips
and sign-up times on Wednesday, September 29th at 8:00
p.m in the Alumni Room of New Hampshire Hall

·- Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn'. .

152 Court Street
Portsmouth, N .H. 03801
1~

Cookie!

Brmg your roomte a Quar•
ter Pound in a box! Munch
out on a Kookie Pop! Give
your prof a jarful of Chocolate Chippers! Chow down
on an Ice Cream Cookiewich!

Sept. 29 Informational Meeting
Sept. 30 Sign-ups 7:30 am, Dean of Students Office
Oct. 9-11 Fall_Mountaineering
Oct. 15-17 Canoeing
Oct. 22-24 Rockclimbing
Nov. 5-6 NH Seacoast Hike
Nov. 19-21 Winter Mountaineering
Dec. 11-12 Winter Skills

*
*

'.\1onday - Frirlay

sweaisbb1i
. Many styles available

TREAT A
FRIEND!

SERVICES ALSO INCLUDE

603-4:IB-6462
H.ours:

.

"flats,~ .~shirts.

Tables
Chairs
Big Screen T. V.

Reproductive
Health care~

\

.

BuslneuN,dahl,~llcml

..

COOKIE
® JAR

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Main St.
Durham

Open to all interested students, faculty and staff members.

9am - 5pm

UNH Homecoming 1982

<

TRANSFER
ORIENTATION

Applications and information
Commuter/Transfer Center
Room 136 MUB 862-3612;:
· Deadline: October 4

Staff
Needed

8 bra·tes the MUB's 25th
C81_

.,. . .

iv .
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( continued from page 1)
President, Mondale said, •'I'm
obviously thinking about it.
I'm awaiting a final decision
until next year."
After the hour luncheon,
Mondale was to fly back to
Washington for a day of rest
before traveling to Ohio
Saturday.

.

Clippership Lounge will be held open
one or two nig}Jts a week
exclusively for your use.
Dance Floor - Large Screen T .V.
Full Cocktail Lounge

..:

'---····· ··

<:=--

-MONDALE'

FRA TERN/TIES, SORORITIES
TEAMS, CLUBS ...
( or any other group)

---

- ""'"..

--

..::

X: OOp .m. - I :OOa. m .
Wed . Fri. a nd Sat.
Open othe r [ \Cs. lo r
Ge neral Pub lic

659-51 24
20 l'\ o rth Ma in St.
~c·" nia r~ ct. ~ . H.

IC FLIGHTS
e local and seacoast
ing flights for as
$1 O per person

R

PHOENIX EAST
Lawrence Municipal Airport. Sutton Street. No. Andover. MA
603-659-2398

.

Gre Masterman CFI

Durham Bike
19 Jenkins Court
Durham - 868-5634

Trade-Ins Accepted
Repairs And Service
For All Makes

~~~- ,

~

I

Slide Show
With· Discussion Following.

Monday, Sept. 27

NEW BIKES ·
· One On°ly Each Model
Fuji 'Royale' 19", Red
Laius 'Competition' 23", Grey
Laius 'Classlque' 23", Blue
Laius 'Legend' 23", Blue

L~\•~-~~,~
~ ~'Si

'"WQMEN
. .
LOVING
W(JMEN"

BIKER SUPPLY SOURCE
'Trek, • 'Fuji,' ' Windsor ,·
'Latus, ' 'S.11' Helmets, 'Cannondale ' Panniers and Book
Bags, 'Avocst, ' 'Bala,' 'Sidi,'
and 'Oetto Pietro' Shoes ,
'. Blackbum,' 'Rhode Gear' and
'Pletscher' Racks, '/RC, ' 'Peugeot' and 'Speclallnd Touring '
Tires, XC Sk/ls Equipment, Road
Skiis

omen,
·Center

-

Reg. Sale
$345.00 $295.00
$830.00 $425.00
$410.00 $340.00
$480.00 $390.00

Hours: Monday-Friday 9-5 Saturday 9-3

7:30 - 9:30

Merrimack Room, MUB
ROCHESTER RECREATION
1st ANNUAL
..t.,,·

PAID POSITIONS

CITIZEN'S

RACE

BIKE

Li . 01:J

ROCHESTER, N.H. OCT. 3RD
sponsored by: ROCHESTER RECREATION DEPARTMENT
TONY•s CYCLERY TEE-- PEE SPORTS
GREATER ROCHESTER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

AVAILABLE AT THE
DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
WORK.STUDY STATUS NOT REQUIRED

•'HELMETS REQUIRED"
5 RACES BEGINNING AT 1:30 P.M.- October 3rd SUNDAY

POSITIONS: Male and female small group leaders
for rape and sexual J:,,arassment workshops.
REQUIREMENTS: Some knowledge or concern
about sex roles, rape, or sexual harassment
preferred. Prior e_xperience leading small groups is
recommended.
TIME COMMITMENT: 30 hours. (15 hours of
training jirst semester, 15 hours· leading work_shops
and - attending supervision meetings secd.nd
semester).
First semester tra1mng meetings will be held
Mondays, 6-9 p.m., beginning October 25.
SAL.ARY: $5.00/ hr. You must complete the second
semester commitment in order to be paid for the first
semester training.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: Dean of students
office, Huddleston Hall.
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: Wednesday,
October 13, 1982.

1.-1 :30
2.-1:45
3.-2:00
4.-2:20

- YOUTH 8-IO years--200 yards
- YOUTH 11-14 years--! lap (.9M)
- YOUTH 15-17 years--3 laps (2.7M)
-VETERAN MEN (35- years);
ALL WOMEN--7 lap~ (6.3M)
5.-2:45 P.M. -MEN 18-34 years--15 laps (13.5M)
(NO FREE LAP RULE)
ENTRANCE FEES-

YOUTH $1.00; ADULTS $5.00

PAY ABLE TO ROCHESTER RECREATION
Mail to: ROCHESTER RECREATION DEPARTMENT BIKE RACE
58 HANSON STREET
ROCHESTER, N.H. 0~67
(603-332-4120)
REGISTRATION OPENS AT 12:00 NOON AT CITY HAI.-LWAKEFIELD STREET
PRIZES TO TOP FINISHERS IN ALL 'DIVISIONS
RIBBONS AWARDED TO ALL PARTICIPANTS IN YOUTH DIVISIONS
T-SHIRTS TO FIRST 60 REGISTRATIONS IN ADULT DIVISIONS

-----------------------------AGE;
NAME:
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TEL. _ _ _ __
EV ENT: I 2 3 4 5
,

---

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

i•·

WA1VER: It is understood that the Cit y of Rochcs_tcr: Tony 's Bikc:Sh.op: Tee-Pee Sports
Shop: The Chamber of (ommcrcc: and all persons or agencies connected will be held free ai1d
clear of any liability as a rc~ult of damage to person or property in connection ~·ith this
acti,·ity .
,
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- - - - -·TRUSTEES-~----excludes any funds for wage
and salary improvements.
Morse explained, "Because of
our inability to make "
determination until December
1982 with respect to our curre·nt
salary and wage base, we are
not now in a postition to know
what funds we may be
requesting from the state for
the coming biennium for
compensation increases."
· Currently, State appropria. tions to the University System
are providing about 25 percent
of the income to operate our
educational programs,
according to the Chancellor's
Report presented at . the
meeting. Students (and their
· · par~nts), through tuition and
fees, and room and board
charges are providing 54
percent of our income. The rest

<continued from page 1)
campuses of USNH move • to
full student funding of direct
costs of campus health services.
Direct costs are those involved
in . salaries, wages, fringe
benefits and porgram support.
The adopted motion was
made on the recommendation
of the Trustees Management
Review Committee in their
evaluation of the Governor's
Management Review (GMR)
Recommendation, .. to
designate all of the UNH health
services as limited auxiliary
enterprises."
According to the GMR
recommendation, implementation of the adopted policy will
save UNH $290,000 annually . .
Jon Cohen, UNH . student
trustee, said he voted in favor
of the motion because its two
further recommendations:

of our operating money wiJJ

first; that the USNH campuses

come from the federal
government and miscellaneous
sources. .
"The Budget will acheive the
restoration of a more equitable
level of state support, moving
the University System closer to
the 30 percent level provided in
FY 1~0-1981," said Morse . .
In other action, a motion was
adopt~d that requires that all

undertake surveys of student
health services and costs during
Academic Year 1982-83 with
extensive involvement of
students, and second, that
UNH re-evaluate the merits of
a mandatory student health
insurance program.
A motion was adopted,
approving the formulation of
loan corporations for the

purpose of cooperating with
the New Hampshire Higher
Education Assistance Foundation in raising funds for student
loans through the issuance of
tax-free bonds.
According to· Frank
Bachich, UNH vice president
for financial affairs and
administration, funds available
for the individual student
would range from a minimum
of $3000 to a maximum of
$10,000.
Althou_gh, we haven't
actually sat down to discuss
how much the total amount of
funds to be raised would be,
said Bachich, he estimated the
figure to be in the range of$ I015 million.
Other action a pp roved by
the Trustees included: a
. ratification of a proposal for
op_eration of the Kari-Van bus
system, an ammendment
regarding terms for members of
the Board of Governors of New
Hampshire Public Broadcasting, a sale of a USNH property
in Manchester, personnel
committee action items, and
the formulation of ·a task force
on ·enrollment planning and a
task force on the USNH
Management Information
System.

AH SHEET!
ANOTHER FLANNEL SHEET SALE AT

MACRO .POLO!
20% Off all cotton and flannel
sheets, blankets, and comforters.

1

.And while in tovm, take adYantage of our current instore specials on cookware, clothing, gifts, and more!

MACR9 POLO, INC.
"THE EYERYfHING STORE"·
89 l\IARl{E,1" ST.

PORTSMOUfH
Open Evci·y Duy

436-8338

NOW

------POT------ <continued from page 1)
said, "Oh realJy? That's cool." perform in the Pub, but are Siegel, also claims no
And when the writer asked hired and controlled by knowledge of the marijuana
what could be done, the M USO. My responsibility is to incident, because she was out of
man the crowds."
town.
_
doorman replied, "'Nothing."
Solomon -says she feels if
"As far as I had known,
Although he mentioned the
band's · behavior to the someone at the Mub Pub was everything went smoothly," she
doorman, he says he didn't go that upset about what was said. "I think if Rick had seen
going on, they should have anything, he would've gone to
to the Mub Pub Manager.
the band and said something."
"I don't know if the Mub come to her.
"It's been blown out of
Siegel says MUSO has a
Manager knew, but it was'
contract with bands that states
obvious to the student body," proportion," she said.
Ono re says MU SO is no alcohol. or drugs while
he said.
Carol Soloman, who was responsible for the bands it performing, and she doesn't
Mub Rub Manager that night, sponsors. However, if / they think it was the band that was
says she had no idea the band cannot handle a situation, it smoking pot.
gets "bumped off" to MUB
"Anything that would taint
was smoking pot.
their reputation would be
"I was taken by surpirse management.
President of MUSO, Brenda sacrificing their new album," •
myself," she said. "Bands
, - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - she said. "It could have been a
UN H student."

Conv~nientlv
,
., Located

Open Late

· the notable
5Vt checking account
Do make a note to stop by Seacoast Savings to open your 5¼%
N9~ account. Why? a.) interest payable monthly on a $5.00
min1ml!m balance b.) 0!1~ easily read monthly statement c.)
no service fees on $250. minimum balance d.) it's smart banking.
Come put our NOW account to the test at Seacoast Savings Ban~.

, ·

seacoast
Savings B8nk
537 Central Ave. 749-2150 Locust Street 749-2151 Weeks Circle 749-2152
Member F.D.I.C.

HARPYD.AYS
SKATE CENTER

ROLLERSKATING
RTE. 168 DOVER

742-9887
FRIDAY NIGHT 7 :30-10:00
SATURDAYS
1 :30-4 :00 & 7 :30-10:00
SUNDAYS
1 :30-4:00 & 7 :30-10:00
WED . NIGHTS-ADULT NIGHT
( 16 Yrs . & Over) 7 :30-10:00
ADMISSION : $2 .25
SKATE RENTAL: $.SO

COLEOE NIOHTS
Wed .. sat I sun.
------CLIP COUPON-----1

I
Available at

! $1. Off !
I

II
I

I

L

Drs. Alie and Menard

I

II

ADMISSION
. Good Thru. Oct. 23, 1982

I

DURHAM
7 Jenkins Ct.
Hours 9-5

Optometrists

DOVER
476 Central· Ave.

Hours: 9;.5. Sat. 9-12
742-5719
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First blood drive of year held this week
By Maggie McKowen
Why were all those people
standing in line outside of the
MU B's Granite State Room on
Tuesday morning?
.There was no con.cert, lecture
or biology401 exam scheduled.
Durham's Red Cross was
sponsoring a blood drive and

over I 00 people went through
the doors within the first hour
on Tuesday.
By the end of that day, 507
pints of blood had been
-donated by UNH students,
faculty and staff members. And
by Wednesday, the total was up
to 728 pints.

We Have More
.... For Less!

Also - on Jfuesday, UNH
junior Joe Gervais donated the
70,000 pint of blood collected
by the Durham Red Cross. It
was Gervais'tenth pint donated
and, in reward, he was given
two tickets to Saturday's
Buddy Rich concert and dinner
for two at Nick's restaurant.
"The students are what make
it (the drive) work, and what
makes it humorous," Jerry ,
Stearns, Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairperson said.
Students comprise most of

CATNIP PUB

~

This semester's first

PUfflA ~

''P

new balance IB

[rJconvERs~$

Etonlc, Foot-Jou

-

RED'S -

·-

-

- --

Each nurse in the donor room
is also assigned a student
volunteer.
On the drive's openingday,a
student volunteer drives the
blood collected within the first
hour to the Red Cross Station
in Manchester. The blood
components _only live for two
hours after the needle is put
into a donor's vein, so th~y
must be rushed to the Queen
City in order to be used for that
day's blood supply .
"The first time we ever did
this one student volunteer was
stopped in Raymond by the
police. The student was so
nervous. The policmen came
over to · the car and asked
him,' Are you delivering human
blood?' said Stearns.
Then, the student volunteer
wa:s gi vcn a police escort to the

Manchester Red Cross Station.
Once the students are here
the process moves quickly, said
Stearns.
"The drawing was so early
this year. The students only had
about ten days to get all their
things together and come to
work," she added.

lS

=

Tonight
Get a pitcher for $1
each pizza ordered!

WNkdaya Saturday
1:M
N:30

Broadway
Near Kari-Van Stop
At Dover Drug

& P"

Nite
.

-··

The Area's Largest Selection
Of Branded Disc_ount Athletic Sh_oes.
.

the volunteer staff and 1 have
made Durham the leading
donator of blood in the
seacoast region since 1951.
'This morning is the best
crowd we've had so far," she
said.
"We've had a hundred
people in the first hour or so,"
said volunteer Lou Brown, a
Durham resident.
Besides donating blood,
students help to register people,
take temperatures, sterilize
bags and ~f!iger~te - ~lood.

Dover
742-7893

--

Pi~Kappa Alpha
,__

-

--

~-•-,,._

•

I
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OPEN RUSH

MUSO WELCOMES BACK

ROBIN LANE
with her special guest

"THE SHAKE"
-T hurs. Sept. 23
Monday .Sept. 27

Friday, October 1, 1982
TICKETS: $3.75 students
$5.00 non-students

8-10 p.01.
Refreshments Se·rv'!~

"Meet the PIKE Challenge"
5 Stmfford Avenue

Tickets on sale
M~nday, September 27
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University Forum
John 0. Voll

The Beirut lllassacre-- reactions and shaJ11e
The massacre in Beirut's refugee camps is a
horror that casts a shadow of shame over everyone.
When news of the atrocities became public, people
quickly made charges and uttered words of selfjustification. / Most reactions were predictable:
people blamed their enemies and denied
responsibility themselves.
The complexities of the war in Lebanon and the
crisis in the Middle East make it possible to assign
blame to almost everyone. Surely some
responsibility rests upon the Israeli army. They had
just occupied West Beirut and said that they were
there to maintain order. An Israeli government that
knew of the murderous past of certain Lebanese
groups but still allowed them into refugee camps
must also share some blame. Israeli officials who
were informed that the killings were taking place
but waited 24 hours before acting have some guilt.
The -ease against Israel is great, but in pointing
the finger at Israel, it is possible for people to ignore
the guilt of their "friends" and themselves. Is it
possible to consider blameless those Palestinian
leaders who ordered the attack on the Clfristian
town of Damur in 1976 which resulted in the
destruction of the place and the killing of many of
its inhabitants? Can those who tolerated terrorism
in the past by justifying it as the action of des pa rate
or hopeless people avoid all blame for creating the
climate in which the women and children of the ·
camps were murdered? Can those who excused the
killing of innocent civilians by Palestinian terrorists ·
or by Israeli "retaliatory" raids be held blameless? It
should be clear that in asking these questions, I am ·
. stating my behet that there is a shadow of shame
all of us .
_and

blame over

•••_I am stating my belief that
there is a shadow of shame and
blame over all of us
All of this, however, masks the realities of the
massacres themselves. The killing was not done by
"an atmosphere of violence", nor by Palestinian
terrorists, nor by Israeli soldiers. By all accounts the
murderers were Lebanese who call themselves
Christian. This is not the first time that so-called
Christians have acted in this way. The first event of
open hostilities in the Lebanese civil war in 1975
was when Lebanese so-called Christian soldiers
attacked a bus filled with Palestinian civilians,
killing 27 people. Many of these same soldiers were
the ones who refused to allow women and children
to be evacuated from the Tell Zaatar refugee camp
during the fighting in Beirut in 1976, resulting in the
death of hundreds. The actual murderers in the
Beirut massacres appear to be more of these _socalled Christians.

The so-call_e d Christian fanatics
in Lebanon must be condemned ·
for what they have shown
themselves to be: gangs of
murderous thugs
Astoundingly, in all of the outcry, there has been ·
little direct condemnation of these murderers. This
absence is highlighted by one of the remarkable
expressions of conscience to emerge in the current
· crisis. Many American Jews and Israelis have
condemned the Israeli government for whatever
role .it may have had in the killings. This has come
even from those who, in the past, have seemed to
encourage the Begin government by limiting all
criticism out of fear that disagreement with Israeli
government policy might somehow weaken Israel
itself. Th~ p_resident of Israel has called for a full

investigation of what happened.
There has, however, been little similar selfcriticism from American Christians. Over the past
few years, the murderous excesses of groups of
Lebanese who identify themselves as Christians
have gone with remarkably little condemnation
from the world Christian communities. Similarly,
organizations of Americans of Lebanese descent
have avoided any kind of statement that might be
seen as involving themselves in politics.
The time has come for American Christian
groups and individuals to do more than blame
Israel or condemn Palestinian terrorism. The socalled Christian fanatics in Lebanon must be
condemned for what they have shown themselves to
be: gangs of murderous thugs. General statements
of oppositi~ns to violence are ~s>t enough'._One

appropriate step will be for the United States to..
urge the newly elected Lebanese president, Amin
Gemayal, to act swiftly to punish those responsible
for the massacre, even if they may be some of his
own political allies. He will receive support for this
from the many moderate, decent Christians in
Lebanon. This is the apropriate parallel to the
pressure by the United States on Israel to withdraw
from Lebanon and the investigation called for by
the president of Israel.
-

.,.

...

John 0. Voll teaches Middle Eastern History at
UNH. His book, Islam: Continuity and Change in
the Modern World came out this past summer and
is available at the University Bookstore. He and his
family lived for a year in Beirut before the outbreak
of the civil war in ubanon.

.

.

Coming up in Forum: New Music, Boole-banning, cohmms by students and faculty,
If you have an -idea for Forum, see Martha_, ro~m ~51, MUB.
response from you.
~

1'1'
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Editorial
Competition improves UNH ·B ookstore
The opening of the Durham Book Exchange
a year ago has brought tension for the
managers of both that store and the UNH
Bookstore. But it has also given students a
better book-buying atmosphere.
Changes were evident this fall in the UNH
Bookstore. Changes like a five-percent cut in
the sale·price of textbooks and a less stringent ·
book return policy.
These changes are the result of the extremely

competitive atmosphere in Durham now;
students were worse off before the Durham
Book Exchange, and similarly, students would

be hurt if UNH discontinued operation of its
bookstore.
Private businesses seek profit. Conceivably,
if students were forced to depend only on
private bookstores 'for the thousands of books ,
they buy each semester, there would be
trouble.
Without competition, a private bookstore
might buy fewer books than needed to supply

ago, the UNH Bookstore could do the same.
But the new competition has UNH bookstore
managers struggling for business.
Take for example the five-percent cut in
prices: officials say they can afford the cuts
with fewer promotions and contests. And
while the promotion in the past offered by the
bookstore has been well organized, such things
are also costly and unnecessary. Facing the

~

co_r npetition of another store, UNH should try

slim profit; or cut back on the long business
hours currently offered .
Of course, as rumors alleged several years

to cut its bookstore costs as much as possible.
After all, the bookstore's primary purpose is
to provide cheap books for students.

all student~;

r~i!i.e prict:"'- tn m~ ke more

th~n

Letters
weeknight dinner hour with the fire department inspect the
classical and cramming all the studioes, to which Mr.
Pouliopolous agreed. Apparently,
bluegrass into Sunday afternoon.
Assuming the format of a radio Jim Singer was not satisfied with
station is acceptable to a given this, so he informed the General
the most noticable Manager that the Student Senate
listener,
To the Editor:
to overall quality of a would approve an investigation
contribution
There appear to be two separate
radio station comes from the into the station at the year's first
issues in the recent editorial
quality of the music selection and meeting in September. Mr. Singer
controversy concerning WUNH.
blend. Unfortunately this is the knew they would in a letter date
One concerns the management of
where WUNH is weakest (my August 2, 1982, a full month and
area
WUNH funds and is of little
comments here pertain only to half before the Student Senate ever
concern to me; I am a graduate
rock music section). Rock music convened.
student and don't pay the almighty
So, when freshmen Senators
off in a new direction
branches
SAF. The other issue is quality. As
for the first time, the bill
met
everything
not
but
years,
few
every
long as the students are footing
new is good. Generally these new establishing the investigation was
most of the bill, WUNH has a
·branches are led by a few genuine railroaded through in what must
~sponsiblity to provide them with
creative talents and followed by a have been record time.
a high quality radio station.
Fortunately, WUNH did have
multitude of mediocre imitations.
I hope the management of
A quality radio stations needs to some very capable representatives
WUNH will accept and consider
exercise judgement and play a wide in attendance at the meeting to
the following constructive
of the new sound, but illuminate us on their position.
sampling
their
of
quality
the
on
comments
emphasis on quality Unfortunately, they were cut off in
the
with
radio station.
performers. The music I have a parliamentary move by Student
I come from a large midwestern
heard on WUNH over the past two body Vice-President T. Specer
city which has a number of quality
emphasized sounds that were Wright, who moved that an
years
of
variety
a
offering
stations
- radio
or rebellious, which is immediate vote be taken. Many
different
formats. I have traveled most of
it was at the Senators were obviously against
the East Coast and have had the good, but too often
Finally, in ending debate because of the
opportunity to sample the radio in expense of quality.
order to properly showcase a wise appaling . lack of reason and
a number of media centers. While
the spectrum substance that had been presented
th-is makes me no expert, I think I spectrum of music,
has to be broken into sets in which . to back up Mr. Singer's claim.
know a good radio station from a
The Senate's rationale for
the colors (varying styles) don't
bad one. The three things which I clash.
•
conducting this "evaluation" is to
feel define the quality of a radio
answer questions about the
Steve Rhode
station are forma t, programming, ·
programming quality at WUNH
and quality of its music selection
and their ability to meet student
and bfend .
and community needs. Clearly, the
Although I al!_l primarily a rock
station meets the needs of all the
fa n, I like all styles of good music. I
students through the most diverse
grew up listening to one of the best
program schedule that I've ever
To the Editor:
progressive rock stations in the
l've noticed a lot of commotion seen and a top notch news staff.
country (WMMS-FS , Cleveland is
a nine ti me winner of the a nnua l lately about WUN H both from The can satisfy anyone that likes
R olling St one Magazine; Reader talki ng with friends and read ing music ranging from oldies to
The New Hampshire. · But this is progressive rock and from classical
and Artist nationwide poll). I like
the fOI"mat at WUN H because it
nothing new. In fact , this is only a to jazz. As Martha Thomas so
offers a number of different styles part of a long slug-fest between eloquently pointed out in this past ·
of mu sic while emphasizing rock, SAFC Cha irperson Jim Singer Tuesday's issue , "(WUNH)
the music most students like to and WUNH General Manager provides a service that penetrated
the borders of the campus, the
hear. Since there is little funding
Mike Pouliopolous.
of Durham, and even the
town
at
ing
have
I
programm
for special
From the information
WUN H, prngramming is a direct gathered , the original debate state."
And did anyone out there read
r.eflection of format. Although the started when WUNH did some
program tjming is relatively good , renovation in their studios and the letter from Lori Dowd in that
received a lot of criticism from the same issue? She points out that
it would be nice to hear a more
Director of Student Activities, Jeff WUNH goes a s far as to encourage
creative schedule which would give
all styles of music a shot at the Onore. Apparently, Mr. Onore student input through booths set
was concerned that the mess up at registration, open phone
prime listening hours. Such a
a fire haza rd in the lines that let you talk to the DJ ,
constituted
impro~ean
be
schedule would
building and he was going to have and a staff that is greater than 85%
me n t over dominating the
students. And does anyone think
that Jim Singer, chai rpe rson of the
SAF Council of the Student
Senate is not using the media to
crea te an issue of this? Just look at
the staff credits of The New
l.l'llcr., Ill the l:ditor ./llr 1mhlicat ill/I in The .Ve11· lflll/1/).\hirl'
Hampshire and you11 notice that
11111.,1 he ,igned and 110 lunger than 111·0 pagl'\ t_rpecl. douhle .,paccd
Mr. Singer is also that paper's
l.cllen 111a_r he hrought to Room 151 in the All B. or mailed tu:
Bus i nes s Manage r. How
l:ditor. The Se11 · Hampshire. Ruo111 151. Al CB. CS H. n11rha111.
convenient.
NH. 03824.
Personally, I'm very embarassed

WUNH

•

Writing letters to the Editor

to be involved in such a crock. In
fact , I, and one other brave
Senator, voted against this bill on
Sunday nigh( I think we both
could see right through the whole
thing. If any of you out there sense
the same thing we do, you should
show up at the SAFC office on the
·bottom floor of the MUB and ask
to see the letters that are on file
from WUNH. Then you'll know.
And anyone from WUNH would
be glad to talk to you. Maybe,
someday in the near future ,
someone will find some concrete
evidence that would prove that
WUNH warrants an investigation
into their internal affairs. So far ,
there is no evidence available, not
even to a Student Senator. If you
let your Senator know how you
feel about the issue, maybe
something can be done. I think
WUNH is worth having around.
Kraig Gustafson
Student Senator
Sawyer Hall

•
To the Editor:
I am writing to attempt to clear
up some of the misconceptions
about the formation and objectives
of the committee that was
established by the Student Senate
at our last meeting. At the end of

last semester, a number of
individuals contacted the Student
Activity Fee Council Chairperson,
Jim Singer, with some questions
about the campus radio station,
WUNH. Jim, in turn, brought the
questions up to the members of the
SAFC executive board. (The
reason that the questions were
brought up to that body was that
there were no more SAFC
meetings during that semester.)
That board felt that the most
appropriate way to respond to the
questions would be to form a nonbiased committee to study the
situation. Their recommendation
was . forwarded to Karen and
myself. We suggested that it would
be formed and exactly what some
of the questions that were brought
up to the SAFC executive board
were.
Jim then wrote a letter to Mike
Pouliopolis, the general manager
of the station, to inform him of
senate's intentions. It is important
to note here that the letter was sent
in response to the questions that
were asked of the SAFC executive
board, not' in · response to a dirty
equipment room as one of the
recent rumors that I have heard in
the MUB indicated.
As Jim had indicated in his
letter, committee was formed at
our last meeting of the Student
Senate. The Committee wa s
(Co ntinued o n next page)
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., Here and Now ,

Have Go-Go's got the beat?
By Glen__& Shetir'}r
COLUMBIA, Md.- When ace
photographer Annie Liebovitz asked
America's rock 'n' roll sweethearts, the GoGo 's, to pose in their underwear for a Rolling
Stone cover, the spunky quintet chorused in
reply, "No way!"
But self-consciousness about flesh and
figures was soon overruled. "I decided we
should do it because we wanted something that
would stand out," explained guitarist Jane
Wiedlin. "And it was the kind of photo that
would make you -do a double take if you were
walking by a newsstand."
Indeed, if you've neither seen nor heard of
the Go-Go's, you're either too old, out of
touch, or both. Two years after the five Los
Angeles-bred women traded in odd jobs for
last billings on punk club marquees, they've let
nothing stand in the way of becoming the first
all-woman band to write and perform its own
songs and, as they say, "top the charts."
The Go-Go's streak to the top, in fact, has
been nothing short of mythic., During the late
1970s, each independently followed the advice
of New Wave rocker Patti Smith (and the
Byrds): "Get yourself an electric guitar and
take some time and learn how to play." At first,
clubs and record companies ignored the
novices; questionable talent aside, the Go-Go's
were told, women rockers don't sell.

But this "girl group" persisted. It played · Amendment and anti-nuclear movement fall
showcase after showcase until a break came its
through; for fear of earning themselves an
way. A multiplatinum album and three top-IO
undesirable image, they've turned down all
hits later, the Go-Go's have now proven not
commercial and ·politicar endoresements.
only that women can play rock 'n' roll without
According to the 24-year-old Wiedlin, the
men's help, but that they have a special appeal
Go-Go's desire a timeless and catchy identity
at a time when the industry is trying to cut its
that won't pass with other fads. They know the
rock 'n' roll audience is hard won and easily
losses.
Not surprisingly, the Go-Go's heaviest
lost. And, a·s far as its acquiesence to rock's
following is among teenage girls who find in
sexism is concerned, Wiedlin said the band has
the band's dreamy songs a rare expression of
no apologies. "It's one thing to preach and
their own romantic fal\tasies. A song such as
complain about equal rights, but it's another
thing to go out there and do it."
"Our Lips Are Sealed" uniquely conveys what
high school rumor mills are all about. The
Admittedly, the Go-Go's have more than
music, moreover, is fun and, above all,
earned the right to be master of their destiny.
danceable.
Some have suggested that the group--with
'
seasoning-could become as popular in theBut the band's contribution to women in
rock may not be the giant step many have been
l 980s as were the Beatles in the 1960s. Yet the
waiting for. As public figures, the Go-Go's
Go-Go's posture as role models and
have been unable to distinguish self-promotion
trailblazers could seem to demand something
from self-exploitation. For the cover of
more than willingness to play the same old
"Beauty and the Beat," their first album, each
song and dance. Otherwise, the band won't
continue, as Wiedlin notes, to "change people.'s
Go-Go consented to be photographed in a
bubble bath (as well as in bath towel and cold
attitudes about what's acceptable in rock 'n'
roll."
..
cream). For a new album, "Vacation," their
faces have been superimposed on the bodies of
As the Go-Go's continue their IO week
five Cypress Garden waterskiing beauties.
national tour, music critics are divided over
Moreover, while the band realizes that it-whether the band's music or novelty is
responsible for its remarkable success. As long
hot the Jackson ~rowne and Graham Nash
crowd-will be influencing the next generation
as the Go-Go's continue to pose in skivvies,
of rock fans, little attention is paid to the task . . there's p.~ d_o ~bt~!Jic~ quality will pre':'ait.....
For lack of planning and resolve, the Go-Go's
_Maxw~ll Glen and · Cody - Shearer ·- are
have let benefit concerts for the Equal Rights
syndicated columnists.
..
.

~
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formed to "evaluate the radio
concept states that:
station in terms of its' concept." A
~'Primarily, we are a ~erv~ceconcept that was proposed by the
one!lted stu~ent. orgamzat~on
station and endorsed by both · servmg the Umversity commumty. ·
We strive for diversity of
SAFC and the Sen~te.
programming endeavoring to ·
Perhaps it would be informative provide something for each of our
to review the concept. WUNH's listeners. In addition, WUNH-FM

strives to maintain the highest level
of pr~fessionalism in its
broadcasting. We will provide the
.
.
opportunity for rnt~rest~d
member~ of the ~ mversity
co_mmumty to come m contact
with all phases of mass

communication through on-thej ob training."
The Student Senate has asked
this committee to evaluate WUNH
in terms of its concept. Nothing
more, nothing less.
Personally, I truely believe that
nothing substantially "wrong" will

~&JON
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N_UCLEAR DISARMAMENT:

NOT JlJST A 'POSSIBILITY, !UT AN .A8SOLUle NEC.£SSITY //

be uncovered by this evaluation,
but if inconsistencies do exist
between the station and its
operating concept, the students
best interests must be maintained.
T.Spencer Wright
Student Body Vice President
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SPEND THE WEEKE ND WITH

MUSO
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THE B. ST. BOMB ERS
· Friday, September 24
· Admission: $2.25

THE·"SEX"
X
E
C

1

s

Saturday, September 25
Admission: $1.75
IN THE -

MUB PUB
UNH l.D./Proof of age required
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Arts & Features
Red Norvo still swillging strong at seventy four
take time out from performing
in the late sixties and early
seventies because of hearing
problems which eventually
required surgery in 1968. His
hearing has not fully recovered,
tunes, mostly from the swing
era of jazz. Had the program
been played by another band it
might have stirred only feelings
of contented nostalgia and
therefore meant little or
nothing to the younger listeners
present. But the truly 11nique
style and tight sound of the
performing unit m::lde the
program down-right exciting.
The evening began with an
effervescent rendition of "How
'Bout You", followed soon
after by "St. Thomas", in
w_hich, during Steve Novosel 's
solo Red . arid Tal provided
conga style accompanym·ent
underneath.
Later on in the first half Red
performed, as a solo, "In A
Mise', and we found out why
Whiteman had liked it so
much. Bix Beiderbecke, the
tune's composer, employed
harmonic progressions
reminiscent of Debussy and
Ravel, resulting in t1,mes unique
ir>: their own time and strikingly
beautiful today. Red's
harmonic concepts compliment Beiderbecke's, and his
expansive roullades together
with carefully chosen chords
made the performance a very
memorable one.
On the bill .that night was an
Ending the first half of, the
assortment of tried and true concert were •• All Of Me", Red
their conce"rf, Steve has and Tal seeming to play a game
·developed a profound musical . of melismatic tag through
c·o mmunication with Red and much of it, and a positively
. Tai.
delicious version of "My
Red himself was forced to : Romance". opehed by Tal's

By Eric M. Heath
Picture, if you will, a young
musician; a vaudevilleian,
sporting red hair and pulling a
xylophone from table to table
across a crowded restaurant
floor; much as-a gypsy violinist.
Add band leader Paul
Whiteman, dining at the
restaurant and feeling no pain.
The musicians begin to play "In
a Mist", Whiteman likes what
he hears, and suddenly Red
Norvo is the first xylopfione
player to join a big band.
Whiteman must h~:1vP been
very impressed since mallet
instruments have never been
seriously considered. Well, Red
is still impressive as he showed
in his concert here at UNH on
the twentieth. His red hair has
receeded and grayed, his
hearing has suffered greatly in
the past fifteen years, and the
xylophone was long ago
replaced by the vibraharp.But
more than ever, 74 year old Red
Norvo is a vibrant, engaging
and witty performer.
The Red Norvo Trio opened
the fourth season of the
Traditional Jazz Series
sponsored by the UNH
Department of Music and the
New Hampshire Library of
Traditional Jazz, at 8:00 in the
MUB's Strafford Room. The
other two trio members are Tai
Farlow on guitar and Steve
N.ovosel on bass.

solo guitar.
Of particular note in the ·
second half were a version of
"Body And Soul", which shed
some light on the meaning of
harmonic freedom, and
finishing it all off, a fast; and "
I'm talking warp factor eight, '
rendering of fascinating
rhythm.
It was an evening of joyful
music making laced with Red's
unconventionally witty
cadences, visual gimmicks
gleaned from his training as a
showman

on

the

asked why he doesn't use a
drummer Red replied: "They
get in the way". As evidence in
yef ·Red has remained active·
ever since both as a soloist'and
now with his reunited trio.
Together they are the Red 1

I

a

Norvo Trio; cohesive musical .
.unit; swinging and bopping
coolly and competently. If their
·performance here on the '
twentieth is any indication
then their continued succes~
together is assured.

vc:1uut:ville

circuts, and the trio's good
natured yet fiercely attentive
inter-communication.
The trio re-formed only a
year ago after a long
separation, and therefore had
been back together just a few
months when they appeared in .
last years Traditional Jazz.
Series.
Tal Farlow, who was the
trio's original guitarist, is back
with the group ha-ving retired
almost twenty years ago. He
and 'v R.ed enjoy a musical
rapport which only long and
close association can breed. Tal
initially based his style on the ·
sounds of guitarist Charlie
Christian and took harmonic /
inspiration from Art Tatum.
Bassist Steve Novosel was
new to the trio ·tast year,
although he had played with
Red occasionally over the past
ten years. SJeve follows in the ·
footsteps of Red Mitchell and
Charles Mingus, he has staked
out his own territory and
developed a distinct identity ·
wit~in the group. The role of
rhythm section falls primarily
on Steve's shoulders, for, when · _

Pink Floyd's 'The Wall' shows rock star surrealism
I

.

By Mark Webster
The real story of this movie is this movie feature the synthesis
Certafoly the highlight . of to Pink's, who · is featured
Pink Ffoyd's new movie, actually told by the hallucina- of the soundtrack to the action - this film .is the original music. immediatly afterwards in his
"The Wall", is a shocking tions of the paranoid rock star. on the screen. In the most . The recording for the film is of own close-up. Both squint
experience. Director Alan There is no narrator, or even a _emotional scene of the movie, a - extremely good quµ.lity (If you throu_ght the smoke, neither
Parker has ta·ken the dialogue line which the _ beautiful blond with a go to the Newington Mall, sit one blinking. But the father
schizophrenic visions of audience can use to establish an seductive mouth (soon to be farther back, where you'll pick sees through clear, dry, rational
composer Roger Waters and empirical objective. What we known nation-wide as "The girl up ~e.tter stereo affect), and the eyes. Pink's appear almost
arranged them in a dynamic see for the most part is viewed on the left") nibbles tenderly on additions and alterations from bloodsoaked, totally out of ,
montage of cinematic, through Pink's eyes.
the fingertips of the nearly- th~ album fit the film perfectly' focus. The contrast, and
dramatic, and tnu_filcaJ ~~tivity.
The only solid information
gone Pink. The soundtrack without distorting the original. Parker's method of emphasizThe result is a revolutionary w~ can couI)t on is that this~~ tells of his sadn·ess and
The • camera - work is ing it, is very good.
"The Wall" is a ·movie that :
synthesis of several art forms Jhe mind of madman.The
confusion, "Day after day: .. ". spectacular, especially m
will be studied as a classic years ·
that causes the t O ta 1 rest of what is shown can oly be .Suddenly, he goes bezerk, several close-ups.
bombardment of all senses. relied upon for hypothesis. begins trashmg the room. The
The first shot is great, as the from now. One doesn't have to
Audiences exiting this movie Waters and Parker are effective. soundt_rack roars up ~ith hi~, camera literally staggers down be a Pink Floyd fanatic to
are unusually silent. It's in presenting one man's vision smashmg away with him a hotel hallway, barely able to benefit from the experience.
difficult to talk about oftheworld,thusrequiringthe (" ... One of my bad days ... "). focus properly. In another This is not a conventional
something like this, so far audience to make its own The breakdown scene ends as scene, a beautiful close-up of_· motion picture in any sense.
Rather, _it's an, experiment in
bey·ond logic but still generalizations about the evils · thesoundtrackannounces," .. .I Pink's father lighting a
"'
completely . realistic.
· . which trigger Pink's madness. don"t need no arms aroun·d , cigarette just before his death is mass mind-~xpansio_n.
The plot behind "The Wall" ·_ The ·most effective
of -me .. .'\
- striking. The eyes are identical
involves the mental crackup of
-·
a rock star, Pink Floyd. Tp.e causes of this breakdown are
traced through Pink's past,
with scenes of rejection from
unfaithful women, evil
schoolmasters, and a
do_minating mother. Interspersed are violent
crowd
scenes where rock .concert. audiences are led to riot by a
dictatorial Pink dressed in a
fascists uniform. Analogie~ are
drawn between this cruelty and
_ the violence of World War II,
where Pink's father was killed
at the ·battle of Anzio.

a

pa-rts

I

'
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SCOPE provides talent within a budget
By Patricia O'Dell
SCOPE, ·.the Student
Committee on Popular
Entertainment, spends its time
trying to convince bands to
make the trek up to the woods
of New Hampshire. Each year,
SCOPE puts on approximately
six concerts here at UNH. This
number varies because of a
number of factors.
According to Gail Taylor,
President of SCOPE,
scheduling can J>e a major
problem: finding a day when
the band will be in the area and
when the field house or Snively
Arena is available can be

difficult. In addition, it must·be
an evening1 when the students
will be free to attend the
concert.
··· Last year, some- of the acts
that came to UNB were the
Charlie Daniels Band, the
Pretenders, Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Dukes, the J.
Geils Band, and Jesse
Winchester. Some bands, of
course, are simply impossible
to get; among these are the
Greatful Dead, Fleetwood
Mac, and the Police. There just
isn't enough money to book a
band like that, or a big enough
arena to sell enough seat~ to _get

WANTED
-

C.P.R. INSTRUCTORS
U~N.H. Health Services seeks

students or · staff interested in
conducting C.P.R. training
classes on campus. Red Cross or
New Hampshire Heart
Association, C.P.R. Instructor
certification is required.
I

For more information contact:
Health Education Center
Steven w. Dieteman
Health Services
phone: 862-1987
UNH
Hood House

SCOPE's budget this year is
the money back.
Every proposal for a con~ert $46,000 (which, obviously,
makes it impossible to book a
must be approved by the
Student Activity Fee band that charges $100,000 as
Committee before SCOPE is an artistic fee). According to
Taylor, this has forced SCOPE
able to make a bid on a band.
The entire process, from the to book ••good acts f.or less
time SCOPE becom~s ~w~rP,,.
money." Bands that fall into
band is touring until the this category are excellent .
contract is actually signed, can performers, but aren't as well
take anywhere from three known as more expensive
weeks to two months. The bands.
procedure begins when
SCOPE's purpose, according
SCOPE executives get calls to the SAFC concept, is to
from booking agents. If they •• ... provide the best popular
are interested in a band, they entertainment as well as·ethnic,
will submit a proposal to cultural and traditional music."
SAFC. If the proposal is This means there will be several
approved, they can then try to shows featuring mainstream
finalize the deal with the band rock since, according to
and schedule a date for the Production Manager Austin
concert. In Gail Taylor's · Stokes, "most of the things
words, "It gets a little popular with the students" faU
nervewrackin2."
into that category. In order to

find out what fhe students want
to hear, SCOPE conducts
regular student surveys.
- SCOPE's concept also
guarantees there wiTI be various
types of music featured
throughout the year. This year·,
for example, the folk rock of
Jonathan Edwards was
featured a few weeks ago. In
November, jazz guitarist Pat
Methany is scheduled to
perform. Later shows will
feature oth~r types of music.
SCOPE has a staff of six
(President, Business Manager,
Publicity Managers, as well as
someone in charge of
Hospitality). They are
currently looking for a seventh
person, to be in charge of
Security. These are the only
full-time positions, the
marshalls and the stage crew
are all volunteers.

Road Warrior shows the possible future.
By Louis Morneau
A hearty American styled
adventure movie that is the
stuff cult films are made of.
This Australian produced film
is the answer to the successful
1980 release Mad Max. The
Road Warrior is one of the best
end of the world films this
·
world has ever seen.
The film is set in a regressive
future, when civilization has
been virtually wiped out by an
unnamed war. Now, high
spirited; ruthless gangs with
super-modified cars and cavity
prone teeth, roam a barren
earth. Here a gallon of gas is

· worth dying for (not unlike the
summer of 79').
The film is the story of a lone,
dispirited warrior adrift in a
dark wasteland who becomes
the reluctant champion of a
group of idealistic survivors.
The film's director George
Miller admits to studying the
success of such American films
as Raiders of the Lost Ark,
Jaws, and Star Wars, and
learning just what makes a
good adventure film. Miller
steals the elements well,
producing one of the most
exciting and original films of
the summer. The film is thinly

a

based, but is enhanced by
host of intriguing characters
and extraordinary action
packed sequences. The film's
heroe, Max (played by Mel.
Gibson) meets up with such
characters as H umungus the
Ayahtolah of Rock N' Rolla, a
metal faced Darth Vader . of
sorts, who is deemed the ruler
of wasteland. The entire setting
of the film is no country club
either, and because of this it is a
thrill to experience . .
The Road Warriors is
another success in the new
great tradition of action
adventures.

UNH Celebrity Serles

UNH Celebrity Series

Buddy Rich
and His.Band

Buddy Rich
and His Band

featuring

featuring

Steve Marcus, tenor saxand
Andy Fusco, alto sax

Steve Marcus, tenor saXand
Andy Fusco, alto sax

8 p.m. Sat., Sept. 25 □ Field House, UNH

8 p.m. Sat., Sept. 25 □ Field House, UNH

General Public $7,
UNH Faculty and Staff $6;
Senior Citizens and NH Students $5.
All tickets at the door $7.

Memorial Union
Ticket Office
Monday-Friday

•

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
603/862-2290

General Public $7,
UNH Faculty and Staff $6;
• Senior Citizens and NH Students $5.
AH tickets at the door $7.

Memorial Union
Ticket Office
Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m.

603/862·2290
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old pipe in here first before we lighting system is being
could start with the new pipe," installed to make future work
said Campono guiding the tour in the tunnel easier. We cross a
through the tu1mel. ·
co_up'le puddles in one section
Three new pipes have of the tunnel.
nothing," said
' 1That's
replaced the old system; a 12
inch water pipe which replaced Campono."In June this place
the smaller IO inch; a four inch would be filled with water. I
steam pipe; and yet a smaller had to go out and buy all the
pipe which will collect crew a pair of boots."
condensed steam and return it
Campono stops in front of a
to the plant to make more maroon colored piece of pipe
steam.
about three feet long joining
The pipes rest about three two lengths of pipe together; an
feet off the ground on iron ugly wart sticking up from the
pilings.spaced along the tunnel. smooth cylinders.
There's only enough room to
"These expansion joints
walk along one side of the weigh 500 pounds a piece," he
tunnel with shoulders twisted said.
The expansion joints are· a
at an angle.
The iron pipes are 40 feet in necessity. When the system is
length weighing 52 pound s per turned on the water in the 12
foot. That makes each length inch pipe will be 200 degrees.
2,080 pounds of deal weight The steam will be heated to 350
which have been manhandled degrees.
Heat causes the pipes to
into position before the welders
expand, said Clavin, as much
scorch their seal.
· "It took a few dollies and a as 63 inches along the 2600 foot
lot of brawn," said Campono in tunnel in the case of the steam
an all-in-a-days-work tone. He pipe and 28 inches along the
smiles.
water pipe.
A blue flickering light
But the job wa sn ·1 that easy.
Before the tour began,Dave, bounces off the walls of the
a plumber, said "One of the tunnel as the hissing of a
hardest things was trying to get welder's torch can be heard
a 40 foot piece of pipe into a 20 around a tapered corner.
The smell of heat, burning
foot hole."
The piping was lowered into metal heat, diffuses around the
the tunnel at an angle, with the corner.
"Don't look at the light,"
aid of a crane, he said.
A temporary lighting system warns Campono with hardly
has been set up in the tunnel the intensity the little fat lady
allowing the workers to see. used in Steven Speilberg's
The dull yellow light bulbs, other movie: Poltergeist.
A welder sits close to the
protected in little bird cage ,
ground of the tunnel, torch in
hang from the wall.
According to Kevin Clavin, hand, face shield pulled down.
utilities engineer supervising He wears a thick heavy jacket
ellow soarks that
erma nent so the
the project, a

,dribble off from the pipe do not
burn him.
A light blue smoke encircles
the area he works before being
captured and led out of the
tunnel by the pull of the fan
straddling a manhole above.
A soiled surgeon's mask,
clotted with dust, lies on the
cement floor.
Campono explains that in
some areas the space was so
tight the welders had to use
mirrors to perform their
circumfusion around the pipes.

"It's no worse than any other
job," said Ronny, a welder who
has been on the job from
almost Day One. "It might be
worth it to me but not to you."
The welders are from a union
and will be moving on after the
job ·is comp~et~d,Ronny said

·Health Education Center

.Health Services

-=HERPES-

Education Resources for
individuals and groups

<continued from page 1)
for herpetic victims, discuss
support groups in the making
on this campus and in the
surrounding area.

HUN.GRY
FOR EUROPE
BUT NO MONEY?

while on his lunch break with
two other workers.
John, one of the younger
welders, said, "we're nothing
more than a bunch of over-paid
gypsies."

Health Issues
Ak;uhul/ D 1 ug Education

Nutrition
Self Care

Stress Management

Birth Control Infon;nation
Sexuality
Promoting Healthy Lifestyles

NORTH AMERICA'S MOST
POPULAR "SUMMER-INEUROPE-FOR-COUEGESTUDENTS" PROGRAM SEEKS

CAMPUS
PUBLICITY
REPRESENTATIVE
Excellent salary for app. 5 hrs. of work
per week and/or chance to quickly earn
part or all of Summer Europe Trip In
1983. If Interested, please write
Immediately to: Trudi Fanale, 802 W.
Oregon, Urbana, IL 61801.

Information-Health Workshops-Consultations
Resource Library-Peer Education
Internship and Work Study Opportunities

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
SERIES
at the

COUNSELING CENTER
A series of informal. experiential workshops designed to help you
explore ways of understanding issues of personal interest.
All workshops are free, facilitated by professional staff members at the
-Counseling and Testing Center.

7:00 p.m.

September 29

Meditation / Relaxation

Tom Dubois

October 6

The Gay Student:
Who am I?

Jo-Ellen Yale

October 13

Test Anxiety

David Cross

October .20

7:00 p.m.
Cynthia Shar,
Eating Concerns:
Ellen Becker ·
A Yardstick for self-Image

October 27

Someone Close Drinks too much:
Debra Lastoff
What Should I Do?

7:00 p.m.

November 3

Everyone's Hung-Up on Sex:
Penny Chick
Student Dilemma

7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

November 10

Coping With Stress

Tom Dubois

7:00 p.m.

November 17

Responding to the Suicidal
David Cross
F~eling of Others

7:00 p.m.

December I

Randy Schroeder 7:00 p.m.
What do You Say
After You Say Hello: Relationship Skills

December 8

Test Anxiety

David Cross

Most Workshops will run approximately 2 hours.

7:00 p.m.

lications
vailable
For Head of Security

COMICS

HOLLISTER

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
UH. MY

•

NAMES n:r.,
... AtJYWAY,

By BfilON-O'CONNOR

WE.ll, F~cD,AS
'/OU 1<NOW, HY DE''MRTMENT MA its

REMfMBE~, .
THE NAME'S
D.T. ... 'D.T.

OF THE $7~ TO

.stoo
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r

-mx>ou.-

SMALL CONTP-.18USfA11SllCS.. TION JUsr MIG-HT. ..
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BLOOM COUNTY
8/JJ. I'C> UkE 10

MIV<6Accu.6CT

CPU,10~

~-00

OF cou~e!

AND PLEASE,

1 w'AS THINr.lNG-

A LAP-G-E t)OtJA1lON
I'M HAVIN6- 17) c.HA~rr; EACH
A LOl Of
A
cur: IN
YEAR .•. ANl>
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( continued from page 3)
concentrate on, yet," Hollister
said. "We're still in the
planning stages. But I fully
intend to have a report to the
President sometime in
December."
Executive Assistant to the
President, John Hose
described the project as "an
assessment of the extent to
which the University is seen in
the eyes of the state, how it is
seen, whether it is carrying out
its obligations as a land grant
university, and if not what can
be done? And what can be done
to meet the expectations the
state has for UNH?"
"The project fits right into
Hollister's own career interests.
The work he's doing now is
what he's been doing for most
of his career life. This is a
special interest project for the
President."
Hollister did not say how
long he expected to be working
on the project. His position at
Facilities Services has been
temporarily replaced by
Interim Director of Facilities
Services Pat Miller.

SEE '/OU

fott T~f
TfSTON

MONDAY,
fRED .. -

/.

By BERKE BREATHffl
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COMPUTER
_( continued from page 2)
to industry for $30,000 a-year, _
he said.
But money for salaries isn't a
major problem; it's the money
that UN H needs to attract these
professionals with up to date
computing facilities that aren't
available at other places.
"For a modest investment, ·
say a few hundred thousand _
dollars, we could do that here ... ·
a lot of money, but not a whole
lot compared to the loss in
unprodqced technical people
we can't generate for the state
because we can't get-faculty,"
said Bergeron.
"With the proposal for new
general education require- .,
ments, there ought to be a
computer course that satisfies
· those requirements, but you
can't do it if you don't have the
computers.
''There ne.eds to be more
investment in - the computer .
facilities just to handle the ·
courses we have.:. the teaching
and research load we now have and should be having and then
some significant investment, ,
and it's money, that's what it
comes down to.
"The new piece of equipment
is an important addition. It
should go a long way in
improving some of the things we've been doing very badly,
but it is only one step and a ·
relatively small one in what this
University needs."

By JEFF MacNELLY

-SHOE

DOONESBURY
·- By GARRY TRUDEAU
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IMAQIN'JS
EXHIBITION
AND SALE 01
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS

NEW THIS YEAR:
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS •
ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM,
and more.

/

FEATURING: Old M;asters,
'

Impressionists, The Group of

DATE
TIME
PLACE

Sept. 27,28
Mon ... Tues.: 9-5
Sept. 29
Wed.: 9-3:30
East-West Lounge
Memorial Union

Seven, Woodland Indian and
Orientaf Art, O'Keeffe,
British Museum and
Exhibition Posters, Eschers,
Curtis,-Rockwell, and others.

PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS

_$3.00 ea or 3 for $8.00
MOST SMALL PRINTS

-✓ $2.00

ea or 3 for $5.oo· .

-

I

OVER 700
DIFFERENT IMAGES
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THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Attentio n Freshmen
all those who are interested in
finding out more about the

FRESHMEN

counc-1L

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 198:J (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades. Florida. * Cadiz. Spain
Piraeus, Greeee * Alexandria. E~~·pt
Haifa. Israel * Bombay, India * Colombo.
Sri Lanka * Manila. Philippines * Hong Kong
* Keelung. Taiwan * Kobe. Yokahama Japan
Spon!',ort·cl h~· th,• l 'nin•c!-,it~ of Pitt!',hurµh. St•mt•!',lt·r at S.•a offt·r!', !',hul,·nt!', a !-,IIJH'rior
full !-,("IIH'!-,lt•r a,·aclt·mic• proµrmn ancl !',upportinµ fit·lcl t·xpt·rit•m·t•!-,. Thi!', ,m,· !-,("mt·!',lt·r
,·x1u·rit•m·t· i!', an,ilahlt· lo (flutlifit•,1 !-,(uclt·nt!', from itll at·t·r,•ditt·,1 t·ollt·µt·!', arul
11nin·r!',itit·!',.
:\lort· than 60 n,~·aµ,• rt•latt·cl unin•r!',it~ t·mar!-,t"!-,. Fiu-ult~· drawn from tlu- l ' nin•r!-,it~· of
Pitt!',hurµh ancl otlwr lt•aclini 1111in•r!-iitit·!',.a11µmt•nlt·cl h~ ,·i!',itinµ art•a t•x1u-rt!',.
Opticmal tour!',. i1u·lucli11µ !',pt•t·ial lOltr!', into tilt' Pt•opl•••!', Rqmhlil· of(:hina. arnilahlt•.
St•nw!',lt·r al St•a aclmit!', !',luclt•nt!', without rt•µarcl to t·olor. rac•t• or t·rt·t•cl. Tht· S.S.
1·nin·r!-,t" i!', full~ airt·onclitiom·c..l. IH.000 ton!',. reµi!',h•rt•d in Liht•ria anti huilt in
.\nu-rit'a.
For a frt•c• c·olor hrodrnrt·. "rilt•: St•tn("!-,h·r al St·a. 1·c1s. l ' niH·r!',it~ of Pitti,,l~urµh.
Fo;h,•!-, •J1mclranµlt·. Pitt!',hurµh. P .\ 1.,260.or t·all toll frt·t• (HOO) H~ 1--019~ (in
California t·all 71 I 771 -6:i()0 .

are cordially invited to an
informatio nal meeting

Wed.; Sept. 29, 1982
6:30 jJ.m.

H atnilton-S tnith Hall,
Roo,n21 6
ALL INTER·E STED FRESHME N
ARE INVITED!
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CLASSIFIED·
_M_i_sc_e_na_"_"_us~ll .... 11_ _ _P_eB_on_a_1s_~11,1
Furnished doubled room for rent. Share
luxurious house (f ireplace, washer /
dryer, etc.) with 6 other students. Close
walk ing distance. $700.00 per person per
semester plus utilit ies. Carol ~868-5973.

MR. SCHOONMAKER : Oh, so now that
you 're in school all fun times cease?
Come on, I managed to make it into that
horrible stucco building to dance with
you ... think maybe you could make it to the
Franklin to dance with me?
AVOID THE HASSLE OF THE CLUSTERS :
Rent a desktop printing terminal with
" Women Loving Women " slide show.
telephone coupler and work at home. $50
Monday, Sept. 27 . 7 :30-9:30. Merrimack
per month . Call 862-1592 days.9 / 28.
Room, MUB. Presented by The Women'. s
Sept. 25, 26 & 27: 9 to 5pm. Boy's 10 . CenJer.
DO YOU PLAY THE TRUMPET? We need
speed bike, rad io/ record player, solid
players --one credit of " A " based on
wood cab i net , furniture , cloth i ng ,
attendance. UNH MARCHING BAND--call
household items, books, toys . 12 v. chain
LARRY LANG (great guy) at the Music
saws, antique bottles . Mast Road ,
Dept. 862-2405 .9/28
Durham.
To Arty+ Need to see you more. This
FOUND : Engraved pen in Oemerritt
weekend stuff just isn't enough . Can 't
. lecture hall. Owner may claim by
wait to see your face when you read this.
identifying . Call Cris: 749-2756.
Luv Patti (alias) Mercedes.
\ LOST (and then stolen): A grey (gray)
Open Hunting Season on MO has begun.
tweed cap was left in WSBE Men 's room
(john) at 7 :15 on Monday the 20th of Sept.
It's getting pretty difficult to get original
\\Upon returning, was gone (cap). I want it
on this, so I'll say it -one more
back. Leave number at Dean 's office. If
time ... ACACIA (great fraternity) of M ill
'you insist on squeezing me for $ I'll
Road is having an OPEN RUSH (big
o ono i do r.
meeting of potentia l pledges) on
TUESDAY,
SEPT. 28th (this week coming
Needed Immediately : Personal car ,:;
up) between 9-11 p.m. Refreshments will
attendant for Quadrapleg ic student. Must
be
served.
Go
and meet the brothers!
be available weekends however hours are
very flexible. $5.00an hr. Call Ron at 742ATTENTION ALL AVAILABLE MEN : Just
3541 evenings.
warn ing you th.at K,J , and M are on the
prowl and they are damn good ! Any
Help Wanted : Person to work part-t ime
inquiries welcome through the personals.
for NH based si lk screen company. Need
sales person in th is area by Oct. 15, 82.
JULIET:
Call Mike at 603-253 -7635. Please leave
Why does your light keep sh ining through
a message on telephone recorder. 10/ 1 .
that window yonder? Sure, I know you 've
got a lot of reading to do, but we had a
WORK STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED :
date. Maybe you need to find out about
Work as recreation supervisor. City of
Cliffs
Notes and how they can help you
Rochester. M-F 3-9 p.m. Sat . 1-9 p.m ..
understand those tough lit assignments
Contact Brent Diesel- - Recreation
and save you a bunch of time . So turn out
Director at 332-4120.10/ 5.
the light, Juliet, and come out with me ... to
the bookstore for Cliffs Notes.
-ROMEO

\

SNOWMOBILE : 1980 Yamaha ss440.
Excellent condit i on -- 350 m i les .
$1700.00 or best offe r. Call 862-3230
evenings.
1975 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK. Good
engine, new front end, brakes, fenders,
Michelin radials, inspected. Price reduced
$1400.00 or best offer.9/28
PHOTO ENLARGERS : Brand new (still in
cartons) . Beseler 23CII ($299) and 67C
($199). Each w ith lens kit and neg.
carriers . 749-5995.
FOR SALE : One lg. wooden cha ir with
pads and one lg. green woven rug. Great
for a dorm room or ·apt. $10 each or best
offer. Call 868-1594 in evening.
1981 Datsun 310 GX Sport Coupe, 5
Speed, 40 m_pg, raspberry red, 29,000
miles, am-fm radio/ tape stereo, FW drive,
RP steering, flaps, Q-clock, tach, radials
and more. $5,375 . CaH 659-5298. 10/ 1
For Sale: 1974 Chevy Pickup--Standard
Tra nsm ission--6 cylinder good yard
truck / w-od truck / miscellaneous use
truck. Asking $900. Will listen to
reasonable offers. Call 862-3680 (7:304:30) or 659-5759 after 9 :30 p.m.
Tv\,oJetit,ro Tull tickets for sale. $10each .
Sept. 29, Portland. Call Carrie, 2-1655.
1972 VOLKSWAGEN BUG . New exhaust
and heating systems. Radial tires--new
mud/ snow on rear . Original owner,
mechanically sound. Roof and ski racks .
Some rust. Asking $1100. Call 7494744.9/28.
4 Sale : Brand new BASS AMPLIFIED SET,
PEAVEY CENTURY HEAD includes : high
gain, low gain, saturation, post, and
shelving. Purchased in early Aug . Can be
used for guitar. PEAVEY 15" BASS
SPEAKER ENCASED IN BLACK CABINET.
Purchased in late May. Pd. $550. Asking
$250. Also : KASUGA BASS IF
INTERESTED, good _condition-$50 .00.
Contact Pete Goodsell in Sawyer Hall, rm .
220.
FOR SALE : 1980 Mazda RX7, excellent
condition . Call Ken, 749-4960, 8622323 . 1980 Camaro, low mileage,
excellent condition . Call Frankie,
weekdays 862 : 23323, nights and
weekends 749-1528.
'78 Datsun 5102door, 54,000miles, well
maintained. $3700 659-5822 or (MWF)
2-1040, Mr. Moore.

Per·sonals
Personals
Personals
Just $1 in• Room f08,MUB
Deadlines:
Tuesdays, 2 p.m. and
Fridays, 2 p.m.

Personals
Personals

------------------'

COME OUT, COME OUT, WHEREVER
YOU ARE! Brass players needed for UNH
WILDCAT MARCHING BAND --come on
out -- it's a LOT of FUN!! Call Larry Lang
(nice guy) at the Music Dept. 8622404.9/28
Magoo, thanks for the best 6 months of
my life. We've had so many ,good times
together and I'm sure we'll have many
more in the future . You are the
greatest ... l'm sure this next 6 months w ill
be fantastic . I love you ...more. Zug zu·g.
Darlink.
Girl Wanted : My forehead has the ability
to take you to new sensual heights,
previously unachieved by mere mortals.
Bring your favorite scented oil. B.J. of
HUDD FAME .
Like de bumper sticker say : Ta hell
w'detenke, less all start a arms race.
Bu'wheat.
Misanthropes unite! Thadeus Thorne.
DO YOU PLAY THE TROMBONE? We
need players--one credit of " A " based on
attendance. UNH MARCHING BAND . Call
Larry Lang (swell guy) at the music dept.
862-2405 .
OK, so what I want to know is this: who
put the "anal" in "analytic?" And by the
way, how many Analytic Philosophers,
laid end to end, would it take to reach a
conclusion? Love, Xeno Smith.
Thadeus Thorne is not Martha Thomas,
and George Heilshorn is not Xeno Smith.
What a great weekend--skiing,
swimming, late night boat rides, and ... !
Who wants to hold the ...light? Strangers
in the night!!! Get psyched for more road
trips (tickets in advance--limited seating!)
It was great. Let's do most of it over
again!!! -Swense.
Hey Porcupines! (Mr. President and
George!!) A tarantula! Jesus, I think it's
Asia! Here I am, Moe. Just a brief note to
let you know that the Randall Pit Annex
and his minutes are alive and well.
Warmest regards to Denny 0 . ,
Cheesedog, and Loyd Nolan . Ohhhh! Ever
yours, Pops.
UNH MARCHING BAND NEEDS YOU!!! If
you play trumpet or trombone, please call
Larry Lang at the Music Dept., 862-2405.
We're a fun loving, talented and all
around swell bunch of people I Come on,
join up!
HEATHER, MISSY, JOANNE--Just a
reminder from your other roomie to GET
PSYCHED for an AWESOME semester!!
P.F. parties, slip parties, etc. What will the.
purple room come up with next?!?!?! Have
a great weekend! Love you all, Lauren.
Ride Needed to Cape Cod, Wood's Hole
area (rm going to the Vineyard) Friday
Oct. 1. Will share expenses. Call Beth 21614. 868-9833, Hetzel 325.
DEAR MISS LOMBARDI : Here's to my
first B.C. roadtrip of the semester .. .sure
has been a long 2 weeks, 5 days, and 20
hours! Great to see you--and i.t gets better
everytime ... so what's for dinner? How
'bout some of my famous spaghetti (al
dente, of course!) and your fantastic
sauce? I'll drink the wine .. .will be
, watching fur you on T.V. this Sunday--so,
'. don't drop it! Oh well, it's been a long day
. and I'm ready to relax ... (note facial
. expression) ... good night! Love always,
ANTHONY P.S. I've got my money on the
Patriots AND on you .. .have fun!
I KAREN L.B. Thanks for our Sunday night
: talk. You are a very special friend and
iperson. Our 24 hr. service is always open.

,' &••\~li~t -~ks.

HAPPY HR .- 6 to 8 p.m.; 3 pool tables; 7
ft . TV; Old Farm Pub; 24 Locust St. Dover.
742-9808.
LOST: One large, ugly starfish. Very
dangerous. Answers to name of Yetso . If
found, do not approach. And just when
you thought it was safe to go back to
Ogunquit .. .son of Yetso!!I Thanks Suess
for a great time. Get psyched for the best
· year yet. Love ya, John.
Lee-Lee : Here's wishing you a great
birthday! Plus I hope your wish comes
true ... we're all . keeping our fingers
crossed . Hope you liked the party! Happy
Birthday--love, Cin. (one day late!)
It's not a dorm, it's not "the old Mill Road
House," it's ACACIA!! Come and check it
out th is TUESDAY, Sept. 28th between 911 p.m. OPEN RUSH ... ALL MEN INVITED!
Refreshments will be served.
NANCY SPECKER- -Our laundry isn't and
won't be safe until you comeback to sleep
underneath · the clothesline. PLEASE
COME BACK, we promise a new pillow
and cup .
ARE YOU EASY-going? Enthusiastic?
Friendly? Then you'd better pick up your
application for the Transfer Orientation
staff NOW. Stop by the Commuter
Trnnc:fpr rtr

in thP Ml IR fnr rl<>t;:,ilc: :,nd

GET INVOLVED .
To my favorite frog at L.S.U.--Even though
we 're kinda far. my thoughts and love are
with you always. Thanks for the happy
times you 've given me. Only 12 more
weeks . Yeah! Remember Oct. 3rd. I love
you! Yours forever and even in heat, B.W.
ACACIA OPEN RUSH is this TUESDAY,
Sept. 28 between 9- 11 p.m .(on Mill
Road). Be there to meet the brothers!
Refreshments available.
· Mary S., · you 're a promising reporter.
Congratulations on your first front pager!
Have you seen the 7 women at 13 MILL
ROAD? Well, they're having a 7 and 7
party, and GENTLEMEN, you may be one
of the lucky 7!!! Remember Mill Roaders :
No stand-bys, no previous flames, just
new blood. Get psyched!
Speaking of MILL ROAD , ACACIA
FRATERNITY wants all men at OPEN
RUSH this TUES., Sept. 28th from 9-11
p_. m . Did you know that refreshments will
be served?
WANTED : Friendly and energetic men
and women to be on this year 's Transfer
Orientation staff. Put those hidden talents
to · use! Stop by the Commuter Transfer
Ctr. for details.
Rick (aka : Richard, Ricky, Dick). Wish I
could have made it last Sat. night, but
Wed . wore me out. The concert was great.
,We must do it again sometime (THE
WHO). Rumor has it y,ou play a real mean
air _guitar! You will have to play for me
sometime. You have my number. Give me
a call and we can meet at the 'Nipper for a
game of Ms. Pacman. Maybe you can
better your score. See -you soon!! Love,
Carol. P.S. Trisha says hello.
NANCY, there's only one quarterback on a
football team and you can't be one if
there's already one out on the field.
MOLLOY continues : I don't mean my
mother. I did more than rub up against
her. And if you don't mind we'll leave my
- mother out of all this . --BFHSB Alumni
Association .
JOE STUDENT:
Some date you are! I spend the whole
night watching you study while every9ne
else is out having fun. If you had used
Cliffs Notes instead, you would have more
time for me. They help you understand
what you read and they give a great
review. Get Cliffs Notes at the bookstore.
Wise up! Don't bother calling me tonight.
I'll be at the submarine races with Brian.
-JOSEPHINE STUDENT
BACK TO SCHOOL PARTY?? MUSIC ON
WHEELS. YOU SAY IT, WE PLAY IT.
SPECIAL UNH RATES THRU OCT. CHRIS
868-7214 (nights).
Don't be left out .. .the deadline to register
for the HOMECOMING float and cheering
contest is Tuesday, Sept. 28. For more
info come to the Student Activities Office,
Rm . 126 in the MUB .
To the mysterious man who sang ·'AMY"
for me this summer at Lincoln Lodge
down at Cape Cod: after a few "Nantucket
Sleighrides," not ony did I forget your
name but also my own! I'd love to hear you
sing again soon. Chrissie (not really Amyl)
Sue, I miss you now that you live in X-sen.
Wish .I could visit more, but life's rough
and you're probably doing laundry! When
are we going to celebrate my b-day? Name
the day. We'll get Suess drunk!! Love ya,
John.
·
ACACIA invites ALL MEN to OPEN RUSH .
on SEPT. 28 9-11 p.m.
ROMEO:
How can I concentrate on my
Shakespeare assignment when you are
forever crooning below my window? Why
not do something useful and bring me
Cliffs Notes! They'll help me understand
what I read and they'll give me a great
rQview. Then I'll have more time for. you.
The bookstore has the ones I need. Will I
see you tomorrow? Love and kisses.
-JULIET
JULIE A: How's it going? Let's meet for
lunch and get in a good long talk. I miss ya!
Love summer roomie.
Dear BoBer-Glad to see you survived your
reet-reet headache ... must have been the
Capt'n Crunch. Will the Atari hook up to
HBO? If not, no deal! P.S. I'd rather be a
Dead t,4ead. than a Ge~ert ~ bi8Q
an~yt,
,
..
-

WE WANT YOU to pick up your application
for this year 's TRANSFER ORIENTATION
STAFF. Unleash that creative energy
you 've had pent up for so long! Stop by the
Commuter Transfer Ctr. for info. NOW.
All students interested in joining/ forming
a men 's gymnastics club for semi -weekly
workouts, (possibility of competition)
please call Sean at 742-9130. Leave
message. If formed, will continue all
year .10/ 1
HAPPY HOUR 6-8 p.m. : 3 pool tables, 7 ft .
TV, Old Farm Pub; 34 Locust Street,
Dover. 742-9808.
NANC hope to see you under the line
tomorrow morning. Laundry goes out on
Fridays.
Stacy--Hey kiddo, BK is never going to be
the same with both of us there! Thanks for
everything and lets go blow some big
bucks ! Love, Karen.
Hey Scooter! I'm up for a party! Saturday
night better be a good one! " Sort-of"
Hey Roomies, this will be a good year if I
can only stay somewhat organized and
get rid of Alphie and Beta . Have a good
weekend . Me.
Dave DeJager: You are a doll. Thanks for
the postcard! I wish I cou Id learn to
watersk1 this weekend but I can 't make
it ... thanks for the invite! I promise to make
it up to Alton soon. Let's nave a nieal
together this week sometime. Love, your
buddy in 210.
ACACIA, in case you haven't heard, is
having an OPEN RUSH and they want ALL
MEN (sorry girls) there on TUES . SEPT.
28th between 9-11 p.m. to mingle with
the brothers and have a good time .
Refreshments served! Acacia is located
on MILL ROAD.
WHY SIT AROUND ON YOUR CAN when
you can be involved in a worthwhile and
fun organization? That's right, run down
to the Commuter Transfer Center in the
MUB and pick up your application for this
year's Transfer Orientation Staff. Hurry!
Bob ... Here's to Spring '82 .. .Stoke 741 ,
715, ... clutz ...good company ...H.S. and fire
drills ... walks ... fortune cookies ...unfinish- ·
ed songs ...long talks .. .giggles .. .and we
can 't forget ONE SIZE FITS ALLI!! Here 's
to fall '82 . You 're one special guy! Keep
smiling .. .Luv 0.
Have I mentioned that ACACIA is holding
OPEN RUSH th is week?
I believe I've seen that somewhere before.
Where and when is it?
On MILL ROAD this TUES . SEPT. 28th,
between 9-11 p.m. All men welcome!
ANAEROBIC EXERCISE : Weekdays 1 to 5
p.m . until they drain the Snively Pool.
Sponsored by the Nancy Natural Designer
Shoes for the Dead Campaign .
PAT, missed you at the Mill Hill but caught
up with you at MacOonalds. the rest
speaks for itself. Flat Street, doubles
tennis, late night cruises on the Lake, the
Old Man, drinks with Mom and Dad,
walking barefoot in Boston; (sorry, no
green paints) and 45 minute phone calls-it was fun! Am._J_ooking forward to a
blender party or two and Homecoming! I .
suppose I should find out where the KariVan stops, right? Rm. 234 might get
lonely! XO, Judy.
·
TRAVEL--A TRIP TO EURO'PE! Looking for
a companion to join me in an eight month
travel abroad. Plan to leave end of
January and return middle of Aug . If at all
interested call Becky. Campus: 2-1603.
Pay oh_Q.ne 868-9791.9/28.
HOMECOMING 1982~THE LAST DAY TO
REGISTER FOR THE FLOAT AND
CHEERING CONTEST IS TUESDAY, SEPT.
28th. FOR MORE INFO, COME TO THE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE, RM. 126
IN THE MUB.
ACACIA OPEN RUSH TUES. SEPT. 28 911 PM. REFRESHMENTS SERVED MEET
THE BROTHERS. BE THERE .
To Discussion Group #23: that ·means
you : Ellen, Tom, Karen, John, Karen , Ken,
Jani, and Lynn. How about pizza with your
fearless leaders this Friday, (today) 7 :30
p.m. at T.P.? Be there you Homos! Love,
Same and Lisa

A TTENTION--AII AED officers. Theer is a ·
meeting on Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m. on
'2nd floor in Hewitt. Please be there!
Can you picture what will be, so limitless
and free, desperately in need of some
stranger's hand in a desperate land?
TO AMY: Are you Bisexu?::?,,2
To Generic Embassy, You reallyfu~'Vled up
dinner! Are you chicken or something? It
was yummy! Boy did we get drunken!
Nubian Embassy.
FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELORS--The
meeting next Wednesday night is at the
Forum Room of the library from 9-11 p.m.
Voting for Co-Directors will take place
then! Anyone who positively cannot make
this meeting must contact the Exec staff
in order to cast their vote. Love, The
Execs.
Have you ever eaten Haagen-Daaz
strawberry ice cream and barbequed
potatoe chips together? Ask Bri. in x-sen
1004 how this combination tastes!
Real men don ' t eat Haagen-Daaz
strawberry ice cream . Real men rush
ACACIA fraternity. OPEN RUSH on
TUES ., Sept. 28th, 9-11 p.m . (on Mill
Road). Refreshments will be served!
MUB PUBS WEEKEND line uo . Fridav. the
B-STREET BOMBERS. Saturday, THE
SEX EXECS and Sunday, it's FREE cover
with Now Sound Express. Doors open at
8 :00. Student and proper ID required.
Who has brown Hair, wears Grateful
Dead T-shirts, the same pair of jeans for
three weeks and will get very trashed by
his friends on Stoke Sixth Floor? Dave
Andrews, that's who, and if you see him
today with him a happy nineteenth
birthday.

_o_o___

Hi Donna in 301 L Devine! Love your big
sis.
•
Nancy K. in Strafford M .: When are you
going to stop going to the sororities and let
some other people get to know you?
SXC--There it is, your own Personal
Personal. Have a good weekend, sorry I
can 't be around to be with you . J .
Anyone who needs a female vocalist for
their band, please call me. I'm interested
in trying out. No New Wave though. Kim
862-1838.
ACACIA OPEN RUSH!!! All men invited.
TUES. SEPT 28, 9-11 p.m. (on Mill Road).
Come meet the brothers. Refreshments
will be served.
UBers : Have a F-U-N time, kidsl Leave one
seat empty for me for I'll be there in some
other world. Do me one favor, though .
Will someone carry me when we traipse
through the muddy swamp?! Enjoy! Love
Sheila.
.
Andrea Pasquale--So at last you are 20?
Now you won't have to flirt with the
botmcers to get in the door. Remember
the last one, when flirting just wouldn 't
do? Have a good one--from Deb and
Scoop.
Capt. Bill Moody and the FirstMate
(Mom)--Hope you 're enjoying The New
Hampshire. I'll .bet you never got a letter
through a newspaper before. Hi Phyllis-how are you? Congratulations on the
tennis team and yearbook editor! Talk to
you all soon . Love, Al.
JB--you 're such a wheaty.
Midori? What's Midori?! Anyway, I had a
great time too! Where's Deb moving her
11attress to this semester? L.O.C. for grad
,tudents! Likewise for bing there. You 're
J great friend! Porky.
Dearest "Elda": I hope you enjoy rushing ·
around this weekend while I'm with the
girls. Try and get some work done before
you get oldl (It's hellll) · Watch out for
tigers, they are ferocious!! Ha Hall! Love,
"Garp."
·
Wanted : Temporary .(1-2½ years) home_
for a really wonderful cat--she's eight
years old--loving, affectionate, very clean
and well behaved. I will buy all food.
Please call Miuy (868-9806) or (2-2426). ·
Thank yo1;1.9/28

RESUME
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SENI ORS!
. Sign ups for Senior portraits will begin on:
-

.

Monday , September 27th
Hours:
Mon--W ed 12-3
Tues-Thurs 2-5
Senior portraits will _start on

October 18th
Sign ups in Room 125 of

TheMUB

The Granite Staff
.

-

will begin distributing

The

-1981 . GRA NITE
· To all undergradua tes .who _were full t_ime, and paid
.the Student ActivitY fee in 1980-81.

Beginning Monday
........

Septelllber 27th ·
from 11-4

Please bring Student I.D. _
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Stickwomeil tie Yale
By Julie Sanderson
The Wildcat field hockey
team may not have a strong
offensive attack, but they do
have a hustling buncq of _
players.
.
.
Unfortunately this quality
didn't help them get a win on
Wednesday when they played
to a 0-0 tie against Yale
University here at Memorial
field.
The two teams ·did not play
overtime because the Ivy
League does not use the tiebreaker system.
The Wildcats had defeated
Yale in their previous two
meetings. Last year the,
Wildcats were unable to play
because of a scheduling
problem by Yale.
The

offense

of , the

Ca ts'

again had .it's proble.ms, as they
were scoreless for the fourth
game in five, despite 14 shots
on goal.
Defense was again a strong
point for the Cats' as tricaptain, Shelly Lively provided
strong stickwork in the
scoreless game.
Injuries gave UNH quite a
scare late in the game, as
sophomore Barbara Marois
and freshman Jill Sickels, both
were hurt. Marois did,
however, return ·to action later
in the game with a heavily
taped left wrist. Sickels
sustained a sprained ankle, and
should return to line up the
next game.
The Cats' next home game is
today against Harvard. UNH's
record is now J -3 - 1.

SPORTS SHORTS
Golfers third
The men's golf team kept their record ab_ove ~he .500 mark
011 Tuesday by finishing third in the U mve_rsity of Rhode
Island Invitational. The golf squad's record is now 7-?The University of Massachusetts won the event while the
University of Maine was the runner-up. !~e host_team, URI,
finished behind UNH in the fourth posit10n while Vermont
took the cellar spot.
Jack Lavoie and Mark Brady recorded the two top scores
for the Wiidcats by shootin_g rounds of 80. Jim McDermott
followed with an 85 while captain Mark Hansen was cl<_>se
behind with and 86. Alan Brady rounded out the top five
scorers with a 90.
·
.
However because UNH tied with URI in total score the tiebreaker wa~ the sixth player's score. Greg King's 91 end~d_up
edging his nearest competitor for URI by one stroke, givmg_
the Wildcats third place.

Batsmen play
The UNH men's baseball team, already 2-4 in fall action,
will take on Bently Sunday at noon for the season's first home
game. So far this season the Wildcats have split two
doubleheaders with Lowell while losing a pair to Nasson
College.
One of the highlights of the four games played at Lowell
was a shutout pitching performance by Danny Leach and
freshman John Gilbert. UNH won the game 3-0.
The Wildcats scored another victory against Lowell in a 9-6
extra inning win. The game was clinched by UNH when Ja~k
Kerivan swatted a three-run homer.
Before playing their home opener on Sunday, the Wildcats
will travel to Mancheste-r tomorrow to play St. Anselm's. On
Tuesday UNH will play a doubleheader in Durham starting at
I p.m. against New Hampshire College.

FOOTBALL· --(continued from page 24)
The obvious move or as coaches would say," the
percentage play," was to roll out th~ ~ield go~l
kicker and roll into overtime seven. Gnffm put his
foot down.
"I think generally we had the feeling that hey,
maybe this is the time_," Griffin. said .. After the
decision to go for the wm of all wms Gnffin had a
change of heart.
. ..
"We called an off tackle play and as the
messenger approached the huddle I had second
thoughts.". he said. "I hollered for time out." The
change was to run a flanker reverse i_nstead of an off
tackle play. Touchdown. Game. Hist?ry.
.
"I could have been one of the dumbest coaches m
the world," said Griffin. "But now all of a sudden
· I'm a genius."
Rogerson said he 11 never forget ~hen Rhode _
Island stepped into the end zone to wm the game.
Griffin agreed but said he would have to rely on
pure memory because the Rams ran out of game
.
film at 52-52.
Another thing Griffin will never forget is the
numbness on the face of coach Rogerson when they
shook hands after the epic. But something seems
amiss because Rogerson said he remembers clearly
what he told his adversary.
"I shook his hand,"Rogerson said, "and told him
to get the hell out of Maine."

SAVE- The Wildcats are frustrated on another scoring bid against Yale. The stickwomen had
14 shots but failed to score in the 0-0 tie.(photo by /Carolyn Blackmar)
.

Netwomen vOlley Bowdoin away
The women's tennis team because of the switch inside.
In doub.les, the freshmen
trounced Bowdoin College
Undefeated freshman Amy tandem of Shelley White and
yesterday afternoon for their Walsh defeated Amy Harper at Hilary Branch slipped by Li_sa
second straight shutout and first singles 6-1, 6-1. Lee Barresi and Linda Doherty 6-2,
third consecutive victory, 7-0.
Robinson qu_ic~ly took care _oJ.. ,,,_7-5. Julie Robinson and Chris
The Wildcats were once Marsha Kokims 6-3, 6-1 while Stanton took the last point for
again led by the freshmen, with Beth Howley rolled over ifJNH by beating Mary
four winning their matches Wolfie Davis 6-0, 6-1..
• Cororan and Lynn Bottger6-l,
"against Bowdoin. So far this
At fourth singles, Sharon 6-1. ·
year the women haye lost just Gibson downed Liz O'Brien 6The Wildcats will put their ·
one point in three matches.
· 4, 6-4 and freshman Shelley undefeated record on the line
The Wildcats played indoors White c_ompleted the _singles today in Durham when they
yesterday with a singles and a sweep with a 6-0, 6-1 wm over play Maine at 3:30 p.m.
doubles match cancelled Silvie Vidrine.
~ ~Al:}»:

~ ·SOCCER~
( continued from page 24)
net. He hit low, hard shot that
picked up speed from the wet
grass. The Wildcat's goalie,
George Gaillardetz (16 saves),
dove for the ball, but it hit off
his hands and went in to tie the
game at 1-1.
UMass's Mike Gibbons got
the game winner off a corner .
kick early in the second half at
9:32.
"UNH's record is now 1-3 ·
after losing three consecutive
games. The next two games are
vital to them if they are to have
a legitimate shot at the ·
playoffs.
Assistant -coach Ted Garber
felt they needed "a 3-3 record
before we play the big teams
like Rhode Island, Vermont,
and Connecticut, of course."
Winning the next two games
could prove to be an important
, psychological factor, because
as Garber put it "the game is
90% mental."
Their next game isn't until
next Tuesday, away at Providence College, so they
have time to work on their .
problems. The following · KICK - Ann Miller led the pack Wednesday, taking first place
Monqay they go against Holy
for the women's cross country team against Bowdoin. (Dave
Cross in. Worc~~ter.,
Berry photo)
·
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Sports
"Booters
kicked

Wildcat harriers
sweep Bowdoin
The three runners were not
Nothing but blue and white · essential for the Wildcat
could be seen as the UNH victory as they easily captured
women's cross country team the top eight places before a
cruised through the mile point Bowdoin runner crossed the
in their meet against Bowdoin finish line.
Ann Miller captured first .
College here Wednesday
place honors with a time of
afternoon.
Ann Miller led the way 17.58 ovt:l the; :-ioggy, woodc:d
covering the first mile in 5:49. route. Liese Schaff finished
Following her were seven of her with a strong last mile to grab
teammates. And that's the way second in 18:07.
A newcomer to the squad
things remained to the finish
line as the Lady Wildcats finished - third. ' Mo Connors,
handed Bowdoin College a I 5 only a freshman, ran a strong
to 50 ioss on its home course in effort coming in with a time of
18: 10.
the College Woods.
Mary Ellen Rose finished
Head coach Nancy Cougar
was happy with her team's fourth in 18:24. T.C. Wilson
and newcomer Pam Egan
performance.
"We ran well and we ran duked it out, finishing strong
without three of our top for fifth and sixth places and
runners," said Cougar. ••we running times of 18:40 and
have a. big team this year and a 18:42.
Egan, only a sophomore and
lot of depth."
Most of the last year's team only in her first year of college
has returned and Cougar is competition lopks to be a good
optimistic about her team prospect to help the team in
repeating last year's perform- that sixth or seventh spot.
Ann Lannan and Barbara
ance. Last season, the Lady
Wildcats were Regional Brueggemann finished seventh
Champions and carried · their, and eighth to round out the
title out to the National Cross Wildcat sweep, with running
Country Championships in times of 19:02 aqd 19:07,
Wit ita, Kansas, where they respectively.
The girls' next race is
finished 12th as a team.
On Wednesday, the · team tomorrow at the Third Rhode
tas without the services of Island Invitational. There will
Nancy Scardina, Kathy be 13 teams competing. The .
Brandel, and Cindy Stearns. Wildcats have won the event
Brandel and Stearns weren't for the past two years. Coach
able to compete because of Cougar would like to make it
health reasons and Scardina three in a row, but admits
has a scheoule conflict with one - Harvard and B. U. will both be
very tough.
, of her classes.
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By Andy ArnQld

By T.J. Reever

HEAD- .Junior halfback John Moormah(l3) heads the ball
away from BC defender.(Mike Kaplan photo)

UNH's 2-1 loss against
UMass at Amherst Wednesday
_was typical of the way the men's
soccer team has been playing
lately--in spurts.
When they play their game,
they look like a winning team,
but when their game stalls, they
' don't attack the ball as
aggressively as they're capable
of doing. Despite the final
score, UNH held the edge in
play, especially in the second
half, and could have won the
game ..
UN H has several good
chances at scoring early,
though the Minutemen 's
goalie, Jeff Smith (6 saves),
handled them all.
UNH finally broke their two
game scoring drought and got
on the board first at 21 :25 in the
first half.
The Wildcat's Mike Pilot got
the ball on a breakaway on the
right side and drove down the
field. UMass's goalie came out
of the net to cut down the angle,
but Pilot didn't take the shot.
Instead, he laid a beautiful pass
across the front of the net to a
streaking Jamie Walters, who
tapped the ball in for the score.
UNH had _manj offensive
drives down the tleld m the
second half, but was unable to
capitalize again.
The Minutemen, however,
did capitalize on their breaks.
The first score came just before
the end of the first half at 43:02
by Len Margolis.
The UMass player was left
open about 25 yards from the
SOCCER, page 2;
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By Todd Balf

.F act stra:nger than fiction with URI, Maine
; As far as the classic fiction story goes-you know
rising action, falling action and finally resolutionthe game was a total failure.
If we were _.goin_g to follow a typical plot structure ·
weekend's
game
between
the
last
University of Rhode Island and the University of
Maine would have gone like this: URI has the lead
21-7 in the fourth quarter and is threateninJ:? to
score with the ball on Maine's 15 yardline (crisi~).
However, Maine forces a fumble and recovers the
ball on the 13 yard line with about six minutes left in
the game (turning point). Then Maine scores twice
in regulation to tie the game and force the teams to
play overtime for the first time in Yankee
Conference history.
With emotion and momentum not to mention
the home team advantage, Maine rolls over URI in
the first OT period to win their third game of the
season (resolution). ·
That's the way it's supposed to go but this is
reality in the good ole YC folks, and how does the
old adage go: Fact is stranger than fiction. Here are
some facts on how this bizarre game really ended.
Yes, the game did end after regulation time with
_ the score tied 21-2 I. And yes, Maine did have the
momentum, the home team advantage and the
emotional satisfaction of a great comeback.
However, Maine did not win the game against
URI, instead they took six overtimes, three hours
. and 46 minutes and 55 points to lose it. The final
scor~: URI 58_UMaine 55.

Among the NCAA records in this marathon
contest were: the longest game ever played in
collegiate football history in terms of periods
played, the mQst points scored by a losing team and
the most points scored in one game by two Yankee
Conference teams.
Jn addition, the game ball, press' reJeases and
presumably a few of the numb fans still sitting in
Maine's fq?tball stadium were all rounded up by
representatives of the NCAA Hall of Fame.
The game is now legendary (at least in the mind
of winning coach Bob Griffin, Maine's coach
Ronald Rogerson maintains that ("nothing
surprises me anymore") and thoroughly bizarre.
For insta11ce, last Saturday's game was only the
third overtime game played in collegiate bistory
(two were played last year in the Big Sky
Conference). The YC athletic directors approved
the rule two years ag.o in order to prevent a tie for
the league championship. Oddly, none of the games
played last season ended up tied after regulation
play.
This is the rule. The winner of the coin flip
chooses whether to play offense or defense. Maine
took the ball. The catch here is that the offense gets
the ball at the other team's 15 yard line. Maine
promptly scored a touchdown and now they have
the option to take the ball again. They don't.
Now URI gets the bqll at Maine's 15 (mind you
that both teams work at the same end of the field .
=- because as one official said.'.' "You'd _waste_~_l_Ql of

time trooping down the other ·end of the field").
URI scores and now the first official Yankee
Conference overtime period has concluded with a
28-28 deadlock.
·
The Rams now have the option to go on offense
again. They do and they score again. Maine goes
back to the same 15 yard line and promptly scores a
touchdown, kicks the extra point and sends the
game reeling into overtime three.
The overtime periods, which Maine's coach
Rogerson called " fringing on the ridiculous,"
continued into overtime four when the · teams
matched field goals. The next two overtime periods
saw both teams scofe touchdowns and now the
score is an absurd, 52-52.
In fact, the score is so absurd that the hierarchy at
the Prudential Scoreboard show refused to believe
that the girl answering the phone in the Black Bear's
press box was telling the truth. Drew Phinney,
Main·e 's sports information direction, was forced to
confirm the score.
Even URI's Griffin was dumbfounded. "I could
not really believe it," said Griffin about the six
consecutive times his offense put points on the
board. "I mean we could not lineup on the practice
field and do that against our freshmen or JV s."
After Maine knocked home a field goal the
Rams, trailing by three, reached the two yard line
before facing a fo)-lrth down. ·
·
FOOTBALL, page 23
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